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JOTTINGS

L-R: AIRCDRE RMC Brown AM, HE The Governor of
NSW, WGCDR Paul Hughes (OC 3 Wing AAFC)

Dr Loeffel on the
History Channel
History master Dr Robert Loeffel was
interviewed for a new history documentary
to be shown on the History Channel and
internationally in September this year. The
series is a six-part history program, WWII:
Jaws of Victory, which examines the turning
points and milestones of the Second World
War. Some of the topics covered are the
Nuremberg Trials, and the liberation of the
Nazi concentration camps.

Tribute to Air Commodore Robert Brown AM
Robert MC Brown has acted as the Temporary
Commanding Officer of 306SQN AAFC for
the last 18 months. It is not the first time he
has commanded the Squadron. As Flying
Officer (AIRTC) Robert MC Brown, he led
306SQN through a difficult transition period
in the late 1990s into the early 2000s. Robert
was first associated with the unit in the
late 1960s when he joined as a cadet. The
organisation was then called the Air Training
Corps, with its origins in pre-training service
knowledge designed to equip young men for
participation in WWII. He ended his school
time as a Cadet Under Officer. He recalls the
intricacies of 1967 uniform standards:
“I well remember the detached studded
starched collars, the heavy and often
uncomfortably ill-fitting dark blue winter
uniforms, the black boots which were
expected to be so highly polished that the
Warrant Officer could see his face in them
and the “spats” used in ceremonials which
required copious quantities of liquid white

sand shoe paste to keep them immaculate. I
became an expert in the art of boot polishing,
including the specialised art of applying a lit
match to a mixture of methylated spirits and
Kiwi black polish liberally spread on the toes
of the boots. I’m not sure what the scientific
process was here, but it seemed to work, not
to mention it gave young boys a legitimate
excuse to play with matches.”
After matriculating to university he joined
the NSW Universities Squadron at Sydney
University. He was later commissioned in the
Royal Australian Air Force as a Pilot Officer
in 1974. Twenty years later he agreed to look
after the School Squadron again, believing
he should give as much time as possible
to Air Force cadets since that organization
had provided him with such valuable early
training in life. He later went on to become
an Air Commodore in the RAAF Specialist
Reserve.
Robert Loeffel on the History Channel
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JOTTINGS
A visit from the Governor

Liêm Grimes

The Air Force Cadets Parade took place on 30 November 2018 at Weigall Sportsground with the
Governor of NSW His Excellency General The Hon. David Hurley AC DSC (Ret’d) as their guest.
It was unprecedented in the Squadron’s history for the Governor to review the Air Force
Cadets Squadron, making it a day to remember for air force cadets from Grammar and SCEGGS
Darlinghurst.
The Headmaster Dr Malpass and SCEGGS Principal Mrs Jenny Allum accompanied the
Governor and his wife Mrs Linda Hurley at the inspection.

L-R: The Governor with LCDT Jack Barlow
and LCDT Annabelle Tremain
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The Governor with CSGT Ryan Lum

Over the last two weeks of the summer
holidays, Liêm Grimes (VI) took part in
the National Youth Science Forum at the
University of Queensland. The selection
process began as early as March 2018
and resulted in approximately 300 Year
11 students from all across Australia
converging on the Brisbane forum. To gain
selection, Liêm attended two interviews
and delivered a speech on a STEM topic.
A member of the biology interest
group, Liêm visited several facilities on the
Queensland campus, such as the Institute
for Molecular Bioscience, as well as
Moreton Island off the coast of Brisbane.
The National Youth Science Forum
is a not-for-profit organisation that runs
a number of residential programs to
encourage young people in their passion
for science, technology, engineering,
maths (STEM) and more.

Zac Altman
Credit card giant American Express
has offered to buy Australian tech
entrepreneur and Old Sydneian Zac
Altman’s (OS 2010) start-up LoungeBuddy,
which facilitates airport lounge access
worldwide, landing him the business deal
of a lifetime.
Altman’s LoungeBuddy service was
last valued at AU$25.4 million in 2015.
Travellers using the app can identify and
book an airport lounge for one-time and
last-minute use in over 450 locations
worldwide. They can also find out what
access they may already be entitled to at
over 3,000 lounges via existing credit card
or airline membership programs, as well
as using it to compare, review and rate
lounges.
Formerly of Sydney’s eastern suburbs
before he decided to make the move to
the US in 2013, 26-year-old Altman has
been a quiet achiever in Australia’s start-up
space, having previously found success
in an app called Taxi Pro that allowed
Australian consumers to book taxis
seamlessly before local cab companies had
figured out how to do so.

Australia Day Address – Hugh Mackay AO
On Wednesday 23 January, ten prefects, accompanied by the Headmaster Dr Malpass, Ms RM
Fin and Mrs FM Wyndham were invited to attend the Australia Day Address delivered by Mr
Hugh Mackay AO, an Old Sydneian and former Trustee of the School. Mr Mackay was invited
by the NSW Premier The Hon. Gladys Berejiklian MP to deliver the Australia Day Address the
week leading into Australia Day, and was filmed and broadcast live from the Conservatorium of
Music’s Verbruggen Hall.
Since 1997, the Australia Day Address has drawn on distinguished members from within
the community to express their unique perspective on our nation’s identity and the diversity
of our society. Each year a speaker is encouraged to share their experiences and reflect
upon Australia’s history and future. Eminent speakers from past years include Her Excellency
Professor Marie Bashir AC CVO, Sir Michael Parkinson CBE, Ita Buttrose AO OBE, Associate
Professor Charlie Teo AM and Kurt Fearnely OAM.

Penny Edwards
It is a matter of great sadness to report that
long-serving past member of staff Ms Penny
Edwards passed away suddenly on Friday 8
February 2019. Penny worked at the School
as the Bursar’s Personal Assistant for over 25
years. She resigned from the School in April
2018 and was looking forward to a quieter,
less demanding life with her extended family
and partner, Bob Hyslop.
Penny will be remembered for her bubbly
personality, infectious laugh, great kindness
and generosity, and occasional irreverence.
She is survived by her partner Bob, brother
Ian and his family.
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JOTTINGS
CIS Rugby tournament 2018
Cooper Coe (Form I in 2018) and Chris Jeong
(Form I in 2018) enjoyed some success at the
CIS Rugby tournament in August 2018. Their
team was named ‘Team of the Year’ at the
recent CIS awards dinner. Cooper shared his
thoughts on this outstanding achievement.
“The NSW PSSA Rugby tournament at Coffs
Harbour in was an amazing experience for
me as a person and as a player. The CIS
team dominated, with only 12 points scored
against us all week. We played our semi-final
against MacKillop, which is a Catholic school
rep team. They were our real threats for the
championship. We beat them in a nail-biter
19-12 with a last-minute try! We were then
successful in the grand final against Sydney
North to take out the Championship 20-0. It was
a lifelong memory and I loved every minute.”
Wangaratta Jazz Fest 2018

Dr V’s Swing Thing
Dr V’s Swing Thing – Grammar’s Old Boys’
big band – performed at the Wangaratta
Jazz and Blues Festival on 3 November,
2018. It was the thirteenth time that Dr
V’s had performed at the festival under
the directorship of Mr Vladimir Khusid,
and the band’s prime-time set of Latin and
contemporary jazz compositions was warmly
embraced by a large crowd.
In recent times a bumper crop of players
has joined Dr V’s, including Andrew Esteban
(baritone), Eugene Frizza (tenor saxophone),
Kye Milne (trombone), Thomas Pacino
(trumpet), Felix Wallis (piano) and Sam Myers
(drums). They have found a home among
more ‘seasoned’ Old Sydneians such as Zane
Hsu (lead saxophone), Nicholas Cranney
(alto saxophone), Benjamin Fisher (tenor
saxophone), Dr Luke Harley
(lead trombone), Francis
Potter (trombone), Jack
Needle (trombone), James
Campbell (bass trombone),
Jason Gellert (trumpet), Rob
Campbell (trumpet), Ben
Dupree (bass) and Jeremy
Hsu (piano).
This year also sees the
return of Michael Clark (tenor
saxophone and piano) to
the band, one of Dr V’s most
respected former members.
All members of Dr V’s, it
should be noted, are amateur
6 SGS MAGAZINE No. 9

musicians; they are employed in a range of
vocations – as doctors, lawyers, teachers,
engineers, and even – in one notable instance
– as a Headmaster. But their determination
to keep the jazz flame alive and develop
their music well into ‘father time’ unites all of
them.
Dr V’s Swing Thing has had a range of
exciting gigs this year including sharing the
stage with Sydney jazz great Dr Sandy Evans
and Australia’s premier World Music band
Marsala in a concert held on 8 March in the
AMT, and performances at the State Library
of NSW, City Recital Hall and an upcoming
September evening session at Lazybones
music club in Marrickville.

Expert insights into
marine conservation

Authors Ailsa Piper and Tony Doherty speak in AMT

Special Guest talks at College Street
On 14 November 2018, authors Ailsa Piper and Tony Doherty visited the School to speak to
five houses (CAJ, GDL, JAL, CXR and LAH) about their epistolary novel The Attachment in the
Alastair Mackerras Theatre.
Ailsa Piper has worked as a writer across many mediums, and as a director, actor, teacher,
speaker and broadcaster. Ailsa was co-winner of the Patrick White Playwright’s Award for her
script Small Mercies.
Monsignor Tony Doherty was the parish priest at Rose Bay in Sydney for twelve years, after
being Dean of St Mary’s Cathedral, which saw him oversee the erection of its spires in 2000
and the visit of a Pope. Throughout his fifty-plus years as a priest, he has written and published
widely, in a quest to demystify religious language.
Subjects covered in the talk were friendship, the writing process, the challenges of a literary
career (especially for women), and finding the time to read a book in this Internet-dominated
era. Boys were given excerpts from the text and had a chance to ask plenty of questions
following the presentation.

Chris Johnson, Senior Manager Antarctic
Program, WWF-Australia spoke at House
Meetings at Tutorials on 8 April about his
vast experience in marine conservation.
Chris is a marine scientist specialising in
communications and technology and has
worked for WWF since 2014. He has over 20
years of experience working in international
non-profits, commercial brands and
government institutions.
Chris has worked in over 30 countries
studying whales, their habitat and the
impacts on them, such as ocean pollution,
climate change, entanglements and ship
strikes. In his presentation, Chris creatively
communicated to us the critical issues and
solutions which governments and the general
public need to enact in order to reverse these
impacts.
At WWF, Chris works with a conservation
team on complex issues affecting the most
remote regions. He works closely with
researchers in the field and brings that
knowledge to decision-makers to implement
policy on a national and global level.
The boys thoroughly enjoyed the
presentation with extremely beautiful visuals.

Young Mannheim
Symphonists
Last November, Form VI boys Jared Adams,
Ethan Yeung and Akira McPhee were
selected to be part of the Young Mannheim
Symphonists music programme, an initiative of
the Australian Romantic and Classical Orchestra
that was established in 2013 by musician and
educator the late Richard Gill AO.
The Young Mannheim Symphonists
programme is designed to give school
students and emerging musicians the
opportunity to discover for themselves the
magic of approaching music with appropriate
performance style. As they are led through
great musical masterpieces, and exposed

to the knowledge and perception of
experienced professional musicians, they
are inspired by how the music comes to life,
and empowered to begin making informed
musical decisions on their own.

Chris Johnson on one of his Antarctic
research assignments
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JOTTINGS

CXR House in the Senior Tug-O-War final

A Perfect Score

Athletics Championships

At the 2018 Australian Mathematics
Competition, Liam Coy (now V) managed to
score full marks on Intermediate paper, which
is an incredible achievement. Consequently,
towards the end of last year, Liam was invited
to Government House to be presented
with a medal by the Governor of NSW, His
Excellency General The Hon. David Hurley
AC DSC (Ret’d). Also in attendance was
Mathematics master Rob Fuller, in his capacity
as NSW State Director for the competition.

The 145th SGS Athletics Championships were held
at Weigall on Wednesday 20 March. Despite the
poor weather conditions, boys still participated and
enjoyed racing on the track. Unfortunately, all field
events were cancelled due to the wet conditions.
The Shuttle Relay, Tug-O-War and Grammar
Gift were highlights of the day. Dr Tong won the
Grammar Gift, just ahead of Mr Saidi. Thank you to
Mr Derricourt, Zach Wilkinson, Richarde Li, Ronen
Bhaumik, Sam Cleary and Christian Fane (all VI)
for competing and helping raise money to support
the Prefect’s charity, the Australian Indigenous
Mentoring Experience (AIME).
Congratulations to JKR House for scoring the
most overall points.

Finlay Clarke (VI) racing to victory

in the 100m

SGS v SCEGGS
Basketball match
Our Prefects travelled up the road in March
to face basketball powerhouse, SCEGGS
Darlinghurst. This charity game was played
to raise money for Lou’s Place, a communitybased refuge for women in crisis or who are
homeless, feeling isolated or needing support.
The boys started off dominant, with
emphatic blocks from Heath Hasemer and
Henry Palmerlee, as well as karate-esque
defence from Max Danta. SCEGGS, however,
were relentless and took over the game.
Despite Ben Ainsworth’s 13–0 run, the boys
were unfortunate to fall short of a comeback
after a last second shot, going down 21–74.
L-R: Stirling Smith; Ben Ainsworth; Max Danta; Adam Gottschalk; Akira McPhee, Heath Hasemer, Jacob Karp,
Henry Palmerlee, Darcy Hughes and Leon Ortega
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In Gallant Company now
available for purchase
No other school in Australia made such a
contribution or suffered so many casualties
in the First World War as Sydney Grammar
School.
Some Old Sydneians were to become
famous in post-war years, such as Sir
Harry Chauvel, who reached the rank of
General, but too many did not return,
with some dying tragically only days after
arriving at the Front.
This book includes short biographies of
Old Sydneians who didn’t make it home,
comprising details of their school careers,
the circumstances in which they found
themselves during the war and events
leading up to their untimely demise.
The biographies are interspersed with a
narrative of the progress of the war lasting
from 1914 until 1918.
Researched and compiled by Old
Sydneian Philip Creagh (OS 1966) and
jointly funded by Sydney Grammar
School, the Old Sydneians’ Union and the
Department of Veterans’ Affairs, In Gallant
Company was launched at this year’s
Anzac Lunch following the School’s Anzac
Assembly, held on Friday 3 May. The book
is available for sale via the link at a cost of
$65. www.trybooking.com/BBLMB

Photo by Nick Gilbert, courtesy of Sydney Chamber Choir

Conductor Sam Allchurch’s three new roles
Young choral conductor Sam Allchurch (OS 2007) has been appointed the new Music Director
at Sydney Chamber Choir from January 2019, and the new Director of Music at Sydney’s Christ
Church St Laurence. He has also been promoted from Conductor and Artistic Administrator at
Gondwana Choirs to Associate Artistic Director, where he will be working closely with Artistic
Director Lyn Williams.
A guest conductor with Sydney Chamber Choir on a number of occasions, he first conducted
the ensemble in a programme of German Romantic music in April of 2017, having previously
assisted with rehearsals. Most recently, Allchurch joined Paul Stanhope and Nicholas Routley to
conduct the Ross Edwards celebration concert in July this year. The conductor is not without
ambitions for the Choir, prefacing his future plans by stating that he would like to continue
building on the work of his predecessors in commissioning new music from Australian composers.

Special Guest at Assembly

In Gallant Company by Philip Creagh (OS 1966).
Published in 2019 by The Watermark Press;
Hardcover 404 pages with colour images.

In Assembly on Friday 29th March the boys
had the privilege of being addressed by
former Prime Minister the Hon. Malcolm
Turnbull (OS 1972) on the importance of
political consciousness in the modern age. Mr
Turnbull delivered a series of insightful points
revealing some of the observations he has
gleaned from his time in office; namely, that
in the age of social media and the 24-hour
news cycle it is impossible and unacceptable
to be politically inactive. He urged the boys
to use the unprecedented platforms and
information at our disposal to push for what
we believe is right and, moreover, to educate
ourselves on political matters that interest us.
The former Prime Minister also reflected on
his time at Grammar, and the critical acumen
and love of knowledge with which the School
had imbued him. He graduated as Senior
Prefect in 1972.
Henry Palmerlee (VI)
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Balmoral Burn

Zayden W, Ben G and Kody S (Year 5) sending their letters

On Sunday 26 May, eight Grammar
athletes competed in the Balmoral Burn.
The teams included T Davies, L Jeffriess, B
Ainsworth, J Challis, O Freeman, H Chan,
B Chan and R Wylie. They competed in
the annual “Head of the Hill” Senior Boys’
relay event, which involves the runners’
taking on the incredibly steep Awaba
Street in a 4 x 420m relay. Against thirtyfive other school teams, the Grammar
teams finished first and second and were
just eight seconds off the course record set
by Grammar in 2014.

Ryan H and Thomas E (Year 5)

George M and Alex S (Year 5)

Nuestros amigos en España - (Our friends in Spain)
This year, Spanish in Edgecliff has embarked
on a new venture. After visiting a few schools
in Spain the Pen Pals program came to life
with ‘El Pilar’ school, located in the city of
Valencia.
All the Year 5 boys are participating in
this initiative. They need to write at least one
letter every term, covering a variety of topics,
including themselves, their families, hobbies
and school.
By creating these letters, the boys have
the opportunity to improve their writing
and reading skills in Spanish and gain more
confidence in the use of the language.
They are able to find similarities and
differences in both languages by composing
their letter in Spanish and receiving their
answers in English.
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Pen Pals is a wonderful reminder of
simpler times. No matter how often we use
technology, there is nothing like a letter. No
form of technology-based communication
produces the excitement on the boys’ faces
like the arrival of a letter from their Pen
Pals. As George Moisidis (Year 5) said, ‘My
eyes lit up when I saw Don Salva with the
envelopes.’
It also gives the boys a chance figuratively
to break the classroom walls, to learn about a
different culture and to write to an authentic
audience.
This rewarding experience is creating
a new path in Spanish as the program
continues to expand.

Standing: O Freeman, B Chan, L Jeffriess,
T Davies, R Wylie
Seated: H Chan, B Ainsworth, J Challis

Inaugural Grammar
Football Cup
In Term 1, St Ives hosted the inaugural
Grammar Football Cup on Cowper Field.
Six schools took part in a fantastic morning
of football in preparation for the upcoming
Winter Season. The Grammar boys from both
the St Ives and Edgecliff campuses played
brilliantly throughout the competition, with
both the St Ives Senior A and B Teams, and
the Edgecliff Junior A Team finishing the day
as Champions of their respective Divisions.
Players, parents and staff from all schools
enjoyed the day with a great atmosphere
created around Cowper. St Ives looks forward
to hosting events like these in the future
across a variety of sports and offering more
boys the opportunity to be involved.
Senior A and Senior B Champions
Grammar chamber musicians on camp

Grammar Ascham String Ensemble camp
For a number of years, string players from SGS Edgecliff and Ascham School have combined to
form a String Ensemble, meeting once a week. Each year at a camp, the group cements their
chamber music skills and learns to work effectively as a team. In 2019, twenty-six children from
Years 4, 5 and 6 travelled to Mosman on Friday 22 March, by train and ferry and by walking the
coastal track to Chowder Bay, to spend two nights at the Land’s Edge Centre.
The weekend included kayaking, swimming, T-shirt making, a Trivia quiz, and hours of
rehearsing in preparation for the Sunday afternoon concert. Mr Nicholas Parry (SGS) led
rehearsals with Ms Joanne Huey (Ascham) while Robin Carter and Caroline Taylor-Newling ran
the camp.
The concert was enjoyed by staff and families alike. It is rewarding to see the growth that
occurs from Friday evening to Sunday afternoon, given that the children only see some of the
music for the first time when they arrive at camp. We have come to love this event each year
and all are grateful to those who had the vision to create an opportunity for the two schools to
combine in this way.

National Athletics Championships success
Jack Fraser (5M)
Callum Cheung

Christian Choi and
Sebastian Ossowski (5R)

St Ives boy Callum Cheung (Year 6)
participated in the National Athletics
Championships in Melbourne last year.
Callum was an integral part of the St Ives
Athletics team, performing with great
dedication to the sport and supporting
the rest of the team extremely well in
all competitions. During the National
Championships, Callum raced in the U11
200m and the Senior Medley Relay. He
placed third in Australia for the 200m and his
relay team placed second.
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But will there be robots?
Director of Preschool – Year 2/Science Teacher Mrs Michele BonDurant-Scott shares an exciting
way in which our youngest scientists are getting ready for the future at St Ives Preparatory School.

Miles Feng and William Kang (KW) observe compost worms in the eco-garden at Kimbriki

Paddy Cranna, Lachlan
Loveday and Darcy Bassin (P)
collect and examine insects
under a microscope
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“Students engaged in direct experience
with materials, unforeseen obstacles,
and serendipitous discoveries
may result in understanding never
anticipated by the teacher.” (Martinez)

Learning about the world around us can
be a joyful, lifelong endeavour. For boys in
Preschool to Year 2, we are encouraging their
curiosity for learning by creating inquiry-based
experiences that spark wonder, offer handson exploration, and encourage questions,
experimentation, and individual discovery.
We are transforming the way Science
is perceived by placing them in the role
of an active scientist. Learning in this way
empowers our youngest science enthusiasts
to figure things out for themselves – to
explore scientific concepts and eventually
to apply the strategies of observing,
hypothesising, investigating and problem
solving to any topic, claim, or idea.
Through weekly specialist lessons in
which the class teachers team-teach with the
Preschool to Year 2 Science Specialist, we
are able to offer a supportive and inspiring
environment for learning, one that feels
safe and promotes risk-taking and creativity
in their thinking, as students challenge
what they think they know about everyday
phenomena. The boys come with a surprising
wealth of background knowledge through
their own experiences, which propels our
discussions in wonderfully unexpected
directions. We never limit the learning to the
stage outcomes; they are merely a guide.
Bright minds need to explore their thoughts
authentically. We go as far as they want to
go with explanations about concepts that are
often more in-depth than we expected. We
aim to prepare boys for the future, which
we know will look very different from the
present, by evolving the way Science is
taught and making the learning immediately
useful and meaningful. We encourage them
to think deeply and be creative and flexible.
The boys in Year 1 are enjoying an active
format for learning concepts, such as energy,
with light, sound, heat, electronic and
mechanical experimentation tasks.
When exploring different materials in
Year 2, boys deconstructed and tinkered with
toys brought from home, to see what they
were made of and how they worked. This
connected suitably with their History topic
for which they researched about the past and
invented prototypes for their own ‘gadgets of
the future’, by purposefully using materials
they had explored for their various properties.
In Kindergarten, boys looked at the
recycling processes and how recycled items
could be reused to make useful inventions.
These inventions were thoughtfully
constructed from everyday materials after
various adhesives were tested for their
strength and flexibility.

Edward McKinnon (2K) works to deconstruct a toy to find what materials are inside

Tinkering is closer to the way real
scientists, mathematicians, and
engineers solve problems.” (Martinez)
A brief overview of the learning
Preschool boys explored their environment
to discover widespread class interest in
spiders and birds, which led them on a
path to draw, paint and make models of
their collected specimens and eventually to
explore flight and space.
Kindergarten to Year 2 class groups were
also given opportunities to acquire new skills
outlined as Digital Technology outcomes
in the NESA syllabus, which aligned quite
seamlessly with Science outcomes and
include algorithmic thinking.
Bring on the robots! Through writing
sequenced steps for a ‘robot teacher’ to
make a vegemite sandwich, or a mouse to
find cheese in a maze, and then creating
and documenting efficient coding sequences
for the robots to complete, boys learned
the importance of efficiency in a series
of commands. Boys were encouraged to
collaborate with peers, while carefully
observing and investigating, ‘thinking with
their hands’, working with materials and
mechanical components, getting messy,
‘having a go’ with tools, sometimes failing
and bouncing back from getting stuck to
try another approach. Needless to say, our
Preschool to Year 2 Science times are never
quiet or dull at St Ives!
Below: Croft Dev Singh-Murphy (KW) observing which
materials are waterproof; and; Hamilton Sayers, Max
Zhao, Nicholas D’Cruz and Albert Xiong (KW) create a
maze and code their BeeBot.

Dalton Beaumont (2W) uncovers
an LED circuit inside a torch

“When we allow children to experiment, take
risks, and play with their own ideas, we give
them permission to trust themselves.” (Martinez)
Above centre: Jordan Chow and Tomoki Wiley (1G) construct a circuit
as they explore energy; below: Michael Tomasian, Max Nguyen, Adrian
Choong and Jacob Hauer (2K) work with tools during a toy take apart
Right: Hudson Duong and Rohan Popat (1E) use a circuit to build a robot
Sylvia Libow Martinez, Invent To Learn: Making, Tinkering, and Engineering in the Classroom
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All My Sons
Alastair Mackerras Theatre, 9 - 11 May
Director Dr Douglas Wilson reports on the 2019 senior drama production.
Daisy Semmler

As I first learnt from working on Death of a
Salesman in 2005, the great challenge with
Arthur Miller’s plays is to find a balance
between subtlety and intensity – or, more
precisely, to develop sufficient subtlety to
make any emotional intensity seem credible
and real. I was blessed, back then, to have a
brilliant cast at my disposal and, somehow,
that blessing turns out to have stretched
across the years to 2019.
Set in a kind of quintessential, 1947
America, All My Sons tells the story of a family
torn apart by a collision of values – between
the cynical pragmatism of a father and the
innocent idealism of his son, between the
harsh reality of American greed and the more
appealing notion of America as a paragon of
social success. This collision begins as the
cracking of a happy, suburban veneer, then
accelerates through various revelations to a
final, cathartic collapse.

Binding this engrossing story together
was Max Danta (VI), whose stage presence
and gravitas created a convincing Joe Keller,
at once affable and overbearing. As his
grief-stricken wife, Kate, Daisy Semmler
magically interwove the rawness and chaos
of bereavement with a mother’s unrelenting
determination to shield and support her
family. Oscar Seifried (V) deftly crafted
the surviving son, Chris, as both boyishly
optimistic and affectingly distraught with
disappointment, while Anika Deva, as
his love interest, Ann Deever, brought a
moving grace and dignity to her role as both
participant and witness.
In support of this core group, Felix Parker
(VI), as Ann’s brother, George, showed us a
stumbling desire for justice undermined by a
disarming desire for acceptance, and Douglas
Cooney (V), as neighbour and friend, Jim
Bayliss, offered both wisdom and touching

Oscar Seifried and Max Danta
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Max Philips

Douglas Cooney

Felix Parker

empathy. Providing much-needed comic
relief, Katarina Kuo was wonderfully sour
and sassy as Jim’s wife, Sue; Max Philips
(IV) brought sweetness and sincerity to
the otherwise simple-minded Frank; and,
as Frank’s wife, Lydia, Olivia Doyle shifted
with amusing suddenness between sunny
flirtatiousness and bored irritability. Last but
by no means least, Mark Bergman (I) was
convincingly exuberant and vulnerable as
eight-year-old Bert. Once again, the technical
crew holding the show together was led by
the ever-calm, ever-precise Corey Blyth (VI).
All My Sons ends in a moment of tragedy
– a single instant that, at each performance,
managed to shock the audience even when
its inevitability seemed obvious. The power
of this moment depended directly on the
tension that these fine actors had been
building on the stage – slowly and carefully in every relationship, every exchange, every
gesture, every glance and every line. The fact
that all those watching were so captivated
by this intense and moving drama speaks to
Arthur Miller’s theatrical genius, but also to
the extraordinary talent and dedication of a
truly wonderful cast.
I can think of no better testament to their
achievement than to remember that, each
night, looking around the theatre, I realised
that every member of the audience had
totally stopped moving; and it was as if, in
being so utterly spellbound, they’d forgotten
the need to breathe.

Anika Deva

“All My Sons ends in a moment of tragedy –
a single instant that, at each performance,
managed to shock the audience even when
its inevitability seemed obvious.”
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MUSICAL NOTES
Director of Music Mr Paul Gaske keeps us up to date with Grammar’s music news.

NESA Encore performance
Christopher Lee (Form VI 2018) was selected
to perform in the NESA Encore concert
held in February at the Sydney Opera
House. This concert features a selection of
the best performances from the 2018 HSC
Performance and Composition examinations.
Chris performed the final movement from the
Piano Trio No. 2 in E minor by Shostakovich,
which was from his Music Extension
programme.

Term I Concert
Although only eight weeks into term, on March 19th at the Term I Concert more than 200 of
Grammar’s finest musicians presented a programme containing repertoire worthy of the world’s
best concert halls. Excerpts from Mussorgsky’s evocative Pictures at an Exhibition and Mozart’s
beautiful Requiem were amongst the masterpieces performed. Another highlight was the brilliant
rendering of Brazilian composer Ney Rosauro’s Concerto for Marimba and String Orchestra,
featuring soloist Christian Fane, winner of Grammar’s 2018 Form V Instrumental Competition.
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Northern Beaches
Eisteddfod

Diplomates from the Australian Music Examinations Board’s Presentation Ceremony

AMEB success
SGS was once again presented with the Most Outstanding Accredited School trophy at the recent
Presentation Ceremony of the Australian Music Examinations Board (AMEB) at the John Clancy
Auditorium. This is the 25th time in 26 years in which Grammar has won this shield. Mr Gaske
was there to accept the shield at the ceremony, where other musicians who successfully passed
their Associate and/or Licentiate examinations were also acknowledged.

David Ahn in Form I (DGB) participated in
the Northern Beach Eisteddfod recently. He
was awarded first place for 12 and under
Brass solo, first place for 12 and under
sonata/concerto Brass solo, and first place for
Brass solo Junior Championship sections. He
was also awarded a cash prize as the winner
of the championship section for his trumpet
performance.
Sean Weatherly (Form II) also won first
place in the 15 years and under Concerto
for Strings Solo and Open Age Strings Solo
sections, and second place for 15 years and
under Strings Solo.

Jazz concert
The Grammar Jazz bands – Big Band and Stanley Street Big Band and the Old Sydneians’
Dr V’s Swing Thing – participated in workshops and then performed with Sydney Jazz
great Dr Sandy Evans, to a large and appreciative audience in the AMT earlier this year.
The second half of the concert featured Australia’s foremost world music band, Marsala. This
amazing ensemble included our very own Head of Jazz, Mr Vlad Khusid.
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Artist in Residence Simone Fraser
The acclaimed talents of ceramicist and Artist in Residence, Simone Fraser, provided boys
with a rich source of inspiration, reports Visual Arts Master Bernadette Mansfield.
Over the decades Sydney Grammar School
has benefited enormously from its Artists
Residency programme, with boys being able
to watch some of the best artists in Australia
go about their day-to-day practice. During
Term I, eminent ceramicist Simone Fraser
joined our list of luminaries as our newest Art
Fellow. With ceramics enjoying something
of a global renaissance, it was timely that
both pupils and staff were able to spend
time in Fraser’s studio watching her make
and manipulate clay on a potter’s wheel.
Her naturally generous demeanour resulted
in hours of discussions and demonstrations,
as she guided us from preparing clay to
the cloaking of her finished works in her
trademark dry glazes.
Fraser’s talks, given to small groups of
boys during tutorial sessions, revealed an
artist who began her life in South Africa, grew
up in Tasmania and then moved to Canberra
to study. She cites the late, great Australian
artist Alan Peascod as being an enormous
influence on her work, and through her
words boys were introduced to a number of
ceramicists by way of anecdotes and stories
that were insightful, revealing and charming.
Simone Fraser’s work is held in major
public collections throughout Australia, as
well as many private collections overseas.
The boys in Form V and Form VI who are
majoring in ceramics for their HSC course,
were delighted that Fraser took them for
several classes, resulting in some stunning
results from the kilns. I mention Fraser’s
generosity again, as she allowed the boys to

Right: Simone in the Senior Ceramics
Studio with Theo Shepherd (VI),
Tom Green (V), Sean Merriman (V) and
Tobie Greenwood (V)
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Simone Fraser with Tom Green (V)

use glazes she has developed for her own
work, and had no qualms about discussing
her recipes. She also brought in a myriad
of tools and found objects for the boys
to add texture to their clay and extended
their knowledge of the surface treatment of
ceramics exponentially.
Simone Fraser’s residency ended with a
world-class exhibition of the work she made
at College Street, which the Headmaster
opened. In her response, Fraser spoke
glowingly of her time as an Art Fellow, and
was clearly genuinely impressed by the
boys she had worked with. To our collective
delight, Grammar purchased two pieces of
Fraser’s work from the exhibition, which have
been added to our Permanent Collection
and are on display for the whole School
community to enjoy. The Art Department has
also retained two pieces and these are on
display in our Art Library, a space dedicated
to the further study of art outside of the
classroom which the boys can access during
School hours.

“Simone Fraser’s residency ended with a
world-class exhibition of the work she made at
College Street, which the Headmaster opened.”
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A Lifelong Pursuit
Michael Dillon AM (OS 1963) tells us how participating in the Duke of Edinburgh Award
Scheme while a pupil at Grammar incited a love of the outdoors and service to others, which
can stay with you forever.

I find that you keep on doing the Duke
of Ed all your life. This was confirmed last
December when, aged 73, I undertook
my Duke of Edinburgh Silver Practice
Adventurous Journey with a group of current
Grammar boys – 58 years after I did it for the
first time. This time I was no longer a shy 15year old with a budding love of the outdoors;
now I was a writer and photographer for
Australian Geographic.
I had the good fortune to be at Grammar
when the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
was established. Two schools were the first to
trial it – Shore and Sydney Grammar School.
Someone had to be first to receive the Gold
Award, and so it proved to be me. When the
Royal Yacht Britannia steamed into Sydney
Harbour in March 1963, I was the only
Australian to have qualified for the highest
accolade, having an award ceremony all to
myself and 20 minutes of one-on-one time
with HRH Prince Philip aboard the yacht.
Career-wise, I did in fact end up doing the
Duke of Ed all my life. Inspired in particular
by the Adventurous Journey part of the
Award, I became an adventure filmmaker,
20 SGS MAGAZINE No. 9

filming the first man to climb Mt Everest, Sir
Edmund Hillary, and conceiving and filming
a climb of Everest from sea level. Lately, I
have been filming Kokoda treks and Simpson
Desert foot crossings, and thus I was still fit
enough to keep up with my 15-year-old self
and the other boys at Camp Somerset on the
Colo River last December.
Looking back at my own Grammar
days, memories of my own Duke of Ed
Adventurous Journeys still burn the brightest:
the hikes, the canoeing, the bicycle hiking
in the Snowy Mountains. So this latter day
opportunity to further enrich my memory
bank with more bushwalking, canoeing and
a pursuit hitherto unknown to me – football
canoeing – was a privilege and a pleasure.
What a pleasure, too, after more than 50
years away, to see up close the new Grammar.
On our walk was the full and exciting cultural
mix that is Grammar today, enjoying each
other’s company, striding on harmoniously
with everyone showing respect and looking
out for each other like a band of brothers,
sharing the challenges and soaking up the
rejuvenating qualities of the natural world.

Michael Dillon receiving his Award
from Prince Phillip in 1963

Ryan Chong in the lead, followed by David Zhang,
Luke Levison and Hamish Crawford (all Form III in 2018)

With a tenfold increase in extra-curricular
options since my days at school, I had
assumed no Grammar boy would have
any time to undertake such an arduous
assignment. But how pleasing to be proved
wrong. Many participants complete their
Bronze Award and, although some of the boys
I walked with will not have time to finish their
Gold within their school careers, a number
of boys manage this amazing achievement by
the time they finish Sixth Form.
The Duke of Ed is certainly alive and well,
in part thanks to Coordinator Ms Rita Fin,
with the School and boys sure to gain greatly
from the opportunity.

“Enjoying each other’s company, striding on
harmoniously with everyone showing respect and
looking out for each other like a band of brothers.”
On the Colo River
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‘These are your College Street Years’
Director of Studies and Year 6 teacher Mr Jason Smith reports on a History project
pursued by Year 6 pupils during their final term at Edgecliff Preparatory School.
Year 6 boys at Edgecliff embarked on an
exciting history project designed to be a
window into what life might be like at
College Street, and an investigation into what
helped shape the lives of our Old Sydneians.
Seventy-two Old Sydneians, spanning
eight decades, responded to a series of
research questions, designed to be a
springboard for deeper personalised research.
Questions such as ‘Can you remember an
influential pop song from your College Street
days? One whose lyrics spoke to you?’ and
‘Can you remember a significant Australian
who inspired you during your years at College
Street?’. From there, each Year 6 boy was
assigned an Old Sydneian and began his
research. Responses to the research questions
were read carefully, and each boy decided
on six questions to frame his research.
A series of short accounts were created by
the boys before being presented
at our Exhibition Evening. As an
example, the teachers shared
a model presentation that was
delivered to the retiring Mr. Steve
Gonski, himself an Old Sydneian.
This was a great opportunity to
provide some direction to the
boys, but also the chance to pay
tribute to a wonderful Edgecliff
teacher.
The Exhibition Evening, ‘Old
Sydneian: These are your College
Street Years’ was not just a chance

Mr Allan Anderson and
Thomas Cranfield
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Mr Allen Mawer and Taj Mace

Mr Andrew Jakubowicz and
Joshua Mavrakis

Zach Kuan (left) and
Oliver Stafford (right)

Frederick McIsaac and
Mr William Brooks

for the boys to present their work to ‘their’
Old Sydneian, but rather an invitation to a
conversation where each boy was able
to engage with his guest. The evening was
an opportunity to share, to ask questions and
to listen.
On behalf of all the Staff and Year 6 boys
at Sydney Grammar Edgecliff, we sincerely
thank all our wonderful Old Sydneians who
took part in our History Project. We enjoyed
learning more about what life was like during
another time, and we gained a little insight
into their experiences after Primary School.
We look forward to reading more accounts of
our valued Old Sydneian community as we
again embark on this project, in Term 4, 2019.

Mathematician in Residence
Boys at Edgecliff Preparatory School experienced a wonderful opportunity, as
Director of Studies and Year 6 teacher Mr Jason Smith relates.
In Term I, the School was delighted to
welcome our first ever Mathematician in
Residence, Mr Anthony Harradine. Anthony,
an experienced Primary educator and
facilitator of problem-solving workshops,
engaged the boys in exciting mathematical
challenges that focused on ‘doing maths like
a research mathematician’. Anthony’s goal
for the residency was for boys and teachers
to experience what he believes mathematics
is truly about. Exploring, noticing patterns,
making conjectures, proving or disproving
those conjectures, figuring out ‘why’, and
thinking of ways to extend problems.
Anthony demonstrated to the boys that
mathematics isn’t just about getting a right
answer: “It’s about exploring, understanding,
and knowing that there’s always another
question to ask.” He speaks of this process
that a research mathematician goes through
when he or she starts to tackle a problem.
The residency was a huge success. It
was simultaneously stimulating, engaging,
chaotic, frustrating and fun and, ultimately,
very effective in deepening boys’ conceptual
understanding and encouraging flexible and
creative mathematical thinking.
I was lucky enough to sit in on a number
of these workshops and it was clear that
boys were thoroughly engaged in the brainbending challenges being posed. It was
wonderful to ‘watch’ the thinking and listen
to ideas shared by our enthused audience.
Anthony taught us the need to be observant,
to develop lots of ideas and to be persistent
in testing them.
On behalf of the boys and Staff, I would
like to thank Anthony for enriching our
learning environment.

Anthony flanked by Nicholas Palmer (Year 5 Teacher)
and Ian Champion (Year 3 Teacher)

A note of thanks from Anthony
What a total pleasure it has been to share some of the
mathematics I love with the Sydney Grammar community. Can
mathematics be satisfying, even enjoyable? Well, it is both
for me and much more. As well as challenging the thinking of
every boy, my mission for the fortnight was to provide engaging
activities that resulted in satisfaction and enjoyment. I am
confident that this was achieved. Thank you, Sydney Grammar,
for inviting me and making me feel very welcome. What
wonderful learners and teachers I have been so lucky to meet.

Kindergarten boys investigating the concept
of ‘perimeter’ with Anthony: Archie Koroknay
(walking the line) and Seth Patel
Above right: An inspiring presence in the classroom
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European Battlefields Tour
Kel Plater (V) gives us an insight into the poignant and powerful experience of visiting
some significant sites associated with the Battle of Waterloo and both world wars.
Waterloo, Flanders, the Somme and
Normandy are all well-known battlefields and
all have Australian connections. The Battle
of Waterloo saw the defeat of Napoleon,
and fighting in that battle was an Australian,
Andrew White, born in Sydney in 1793.
Normandy is another battle not normally
associated with Australians, but an Old
Sydneian, Malcolm Burgess, was killed on
D Day whilst flying in a Lancaster bomber.
The 2019 Battlefields Tour visited these and
other European battlefields and focussed on
visiting the graves of Old Sydneians who
had served and gave their lives during both
world wars. The trip began with a brief stay
in Vienna, with schnitzel in the heart of the
former Austro-Hungarian Empire. We beheld
the vehicle in which Franz Ferdinand was
assassinated, an event that ignited tensions
prior to the First World War.
The tour moved on to Greece, visiting
ancient history sites such as Mycenae,
as well as immaculately maintained
Commonwealth War Graves in Athens and
Crete. Crete saw vicious fighting in 1941
and a disastrous defeat for the Allies. Our
journey then continued to Belgium, visiting
the battlefield of Waterloo where Monsieur
Troadec presented the French perspective
on Napoleon. After visiting the cemeteries
Kitted up for Wellington Quarry
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At the Parthenon on the Acropolis, Athens

“The sight of the large stone cross framing
a symbolic sword looking out on the endless
rows of graves was extremely poignant.”

Top: Boys with guide Gary Traynor at the grave of
OS Lt Robert Bennett MC, Tyne Cot Cemetery
Middle: The Tour group at Victoria School,
Villers-Bretonneux

and sites of the Ypres Salient in Flanders,
we crossed the border into France, visiting
Bayeux, Caen, Omaha Beach in Normandy,
Amiens, the Somme and eventually Paris.
Along the way we visited many cemeteries,
memorials and museums littered throughout
the countryside. At these cemeteries, each
boy on the trip delivered a presentation on
an Old Sydneian who had served and died in
the world wars.
Of great impact was the visit to Tyne
Cot cemetery in Belgium. Tyne Cot is the
largest Commonwealth War Cemetery in the
world with 11,965 burials, of whom 8,269
are unknown. The sight of the large stone
cross framing a symbolic sword looking out
on the endless rows of graves was extremely
poignant. We stood on the cross monument
looking down on the graves and down the
field where thousands of men had died
advancing toward Passchendaele. The tour
ended with the ANZAC Day dawn service at
the Villers-Bretonneux Australian National
Memorial. We woke up at around 3 am
wearing all our warmest clothes to brave a
cold snap. The ceremony was very special,
bringing together in commemoration France
and the Commonwealth Nations. The time
after the ceremony, which we spent walking
up and down the path with rows and rows of
graves, made another very significant moment
that will certainly stay with us all.

Louis Bartlett and Fabian Heyde laying a wreath
at the Menin Gate Ceremony

The grave of Old Sydneian A.A. Herron
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The Imaginary World of Peter Pan
Grammar’s Drama Club is a great opportunity for boys in Forms I and II to experience the
world of Drama. Drama master Mrs Emily Kaufling instantly knew the 2018 Drama Club
needed a play that was high energy, open to creative growth and had adventure.
When considering something that involved
adventure, it was impossible to go past the
escapades of Peter Pan. On the surface
we explored the world of imaginative play
(which for me is the core of all drama
pedagogy) that takes place during those ‘lost’
afternoons at a play-date or sleepover, the
makeshift world that can be created using
whatever is at hand. Just like a great playdate, it was often not (never!) quiet. There
were fights (usually resolved by a ‘mother’
-- in this case the wonderful Lucia Gelonesi
from SCEGGS as Wendy) -- some singing and
dancing, and always a touch of absurdity …
but you can do anything you want when it’s
in your imagination!
This eclectic group brought so many
creative ideas to the rehearsal process,
from composed music to script edit ideas,
backbeats to raps … we had it all! This was
very much a collaborative process and one in
which I hope the boys feel immense pride.
Their constant collaboration was always
energising.

Cast and Crew
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Wendy and the Lost Boys

Although the playwright, James M Barrie,
did not have children himself, he forged a
lifelong friendship with five brothers, the
Llewelyn Davies boys, eventually becoming
their guardian. They lost their father and
then their mother but continued with their
imaginary worlds, as young children do.
These boys were the spark that created Peter.
The nature of loss is a constant theme
in Peter Pan and Barrie’s admiration for the
work of the Great Ormond Street Hospital,
London, was so important to him that he left
his copyright proceeds to the hospital – a
generous act of kindness which continues to
make GOSH what it is today. Australia is not
obliged to contribute to GOSH but as a nod
to Barrie and his passion for keeping children
and their imagination alive, we had a gold
coin donation at the door, raising nearly $400
for The Sydney Children’s Hospital.

“This eclectic group brought so many
creative ideas to the rehearsal process,
from composed music to script edit ideas,
backbeats to raps.”
Felix Power
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Sydney Explorers
Form I participants Max Rachel and Bruno Gybels recount their day exploring Sydney CBD’s
various stone facades on the Science Beyond the Curriculum Stones of Sydney tour.
Big School, our historic School building, is
made of Hawkesbury sandstone and was
hewn by convicts. This type of sandstone
has now become incredibly expensive to
use as a building material because of its
scarcity. Another example of this was only a
few metres away in Hyde Park South, at the
Frazer drinking fountain just across College
Street opposite Grammar. We observed the
sandstone at the foot of the fountain, noticing
that it has been restored recently as the new
sandstone is much lighter in colour than the
fine Pyrmont sandstone originally used.
We moved on through to Cook and Philip
Park where a variety of stone was used in its
construction. Some of the stone has started
reacting with chemicals in the air, most likely
the chlorine from the public swimming pool
nearby, and already many imperfections and
fractures are apparent.
Walking past St Mary’s Cathedral, we
observed that all buildings to the north up
Macquarie Street are made from Hawkesbury
sandstone, including the Hyde Park Barracks
- one of the oldest buildings still standing in
Sydney. We passed The Mint and the Sydney
Hospital (Sydney’s oldest hospital), noting the
bronze statue Il Porcellino. The boar’s nose
has been rubbed shiny due to chemicals from
visitors’ hands reacting with the oxide layer
that has formed on the surface of the statue.
After a lunch break, we continued to walk
down Macquarie Street, taking time along
the way to examine more eighteenth and
nineteenth century structures, as well as the
stones on some of the more recent buildings.
One of the most interesting examples was the
British Medical Association House, which is
an early art-deco style ‘skyscraper’ complete
with two large koalas carved on top of the
pillars.

“We observed that all buildings to
the north up Macquarie Street are
made from Hawkesbury sandstone.”
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We then turned towards Circular Quay,
looking along the way at some of the stone
used to build the AMP Building, Sydney’s
first proper skyscraper. Stones used that
were particularly interesting were marble
and serpentine, a sort of greenish marble.
We continued on towards The Rocks passing
Customs House, where the sandstone was
hard to miss, and Cadman’s Cottage, one of
the oldest structures in Sydney, built in 1816.
We could certainly tell its age, as we could
see that the sandstone had eroded quite a bit,
as had the old cement made from seashells,
used to hold the sandstone blocks together.
We continued up through to the Argyle
Cut where we saw some clay in the rock
wall, which was quite flaky and broke
off quite easily. It was clear how various
sedimentary layers were deposited at different
periods of time. It was also possible to see
that the river current had changed direction
at some points in time, as the tilt of the
sedimentary layers had changed. After this,
we continued on to Barangaroo, and saw
some fossilised plants that had embedded in
the sandstone and turned to coal.
We finished our tour under the tall, rough
granite pillars of the Harbour Bridge and
discussed how granite was the ideal material
to withstand the immense compressive forces
that the pillars have to take.
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SUMMER SPORT ROUND-UP
Sportsmaster Michael Curran keeps us updated with all the summer sport action.

Basketball

Cricket

The Grammar Basketball program was a
huge success during the 2018/19 season. The
participation and the numbers continue to
grow and it is clear that basketball is a very
appealing sport for all the boys.
With an estimated 400 players involved
in the sport, the courts were roaring with
the sounds of bouncing balls and squeaking
shoes. There were 20 teams in the senior
age groups and 23 teams in the junior age
groups. We welcomed the 13-year age group
for the first time in Term I and discovered
some great young players who will continue
to improve and filter through the various age
groups in the years to come.
Compared with at least the last ten years,
the results by our First and Second teams
were better than any of our previous First and
Seconds teams over the whole season. They
won 29 games collectively, with no losses
against ISA and CAS Schools. They continued
to mature over the season and generated
many outstanding results in the final GPS
rounds, having beaten St Joseph’s College
and Newington College along the way.
The most talented and committed age
group in the program this year was the 14s.
As a whole, they won 78% of their games
throughout the season. Special mention must
go to the 14Fs who went through the season
undefeated, posting a perfect record and
winning the Father’s Association trophy for
the most successful team.

The 2018-2019 cricket season was one of
renewal. In the GPS competition, the First XI
had excellent wins over The Scots College and
Shore to finish equal sixth. It’s worth noting
that both Scots and Shore finished in the top
four which indicates how well this young
Grammar team can play when focussed.
The Second XI fought hard and managed
a number of narrow losses to finish eighth
against challenging opposition. Pleasingly,
the number of boys playing cricket remained
consistent, with the club fielding eighteen
teams across all grades. The junior program
is strong, with teams winning most of their
matches. The 16A XI was the most successful
team. The Ball and Boy program was again
well attended, which is very promising for the
future of the cricket program.
The Tri-Grammar Series was held in
Brisbane in January. Melbourne Grammar
School retained “The Bat” with a solid first
innings batting display. However, Sydney
replied with a dominant win in the T20
match. Four Sydney Grammar players, Max
Glen, Ethan Kooner, David Matthews and
Jackson Watson were selected in the TriGrammar Team of the Week.
Ned Swaney (V) was the club’s most
consistent player, winning the Eric P Barbour
Trophy. The Cooper Rice-Brading Foundation
Award was won by Max Glen on the back of
his 151 not out against Melbourne Grammar

Grammar 2nds Basketball
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Max Glen (IV) Tri-Grammar

L-R: Henry Blackwell, Ryan Gibson, Lawson Bartlett, Thomas Hoffman, Jason Zhu He (all Form V)

School during the Tri-Grammar Series. Will
Rogers was selected in the Combined GPS
First XI and Archie Carl was selected in the
President’s Under 15 XI team.

Rowing
This season saw 170 boys participate in the
Rowing Programme. Thanks to the high
number of boys involved, the Shed was
represented in almost every race throughout
the season from the lowest Year 8 Quads
through to the Senior IVs and VIIIs. The Year
9 Quads in particular had a successful season,
recording a consistent number of placings at
various regattas.
First Form boys were also introduced to
the Shed in Term I for the first time this year,
which was a welcome initiative and one that
will no doubt pay dividends in the future.
In the Senior Shed, every crew that
raced in the Head of the River recorded a
personal best time for the season against
some very stiff competition. The highlight
of the day, however, was the 1st Year 10
VIII who finished a close second behind
Shore. All boys involved in Rowing should
be commended for their dedication and
professional attitude throughout the season.

Swimming
2019 was, once again, quite a successful
year for the SGS swim team. The new
recruits into Form I stepped up to the blocks
each week and justified their selection on
the team, racing competitively against the
other schools. Many of the boys achieved
personal best times this year and the Form

VI boys should be proud of their enthusiastic
participation, this seeing the highest number
of Sixth Form boys trialling for the team.
Our new coach brought a fresh look to
the training sessions and inspired the team
to re-engage with their racing development,
resulting in many improved times and places.
Following a highly charged and exciting final
competition, ten Grammar boys were selected
to represent the GPS in the CIS competition
in May.

Tennis
The 2019 GPS Season saw Tennis at Grammar
lay foundations for a very promising future
whilst being competitive in the Opens age
groups as well.
The Under 13s came onto the scene in
the January camp in larger numbers than
expected and with wealth of talent. This
translated into a dominant Term I with no
rubbers being lost.
This competitiveness was also
demonstrated in the 14-16 age groups, with
the 15s in particular being very successful.
This success wasn’t just seen in the As but also
amongst the teams playing down to the Ds.
Whilst the 8ths to 3rds added to the
overall success of the season, it was the
2nds who proved very strong, despite
having two under age players, managing
an impressive 3rd place overall. The Firsts
finished a competitive 6th place in a very
strong competition. It was pleasing to have
Evan Leung, Grammar’s top ranked player,
included in the GPS Team and win his
matches in this representative side.

Overall, Grammar had a winning
percentage rate of nearly 70% of rubbers with
another 15% of ties washed out or drawn.
Much of this credit has to go to our evergreen coach, Fernando Ibarrola who has
now been at the School for 20 years. He has
brought a number of talented coaches on
board Grammar’s program and developed a
reputation for sportsmanship and Fair Play
whilst romping the talent that has come to
the School.
With the success of the now annual tour to
Melbourne to watch The Australian Open and
spend much time having intensive training
sessions, combined with a wave of younger
players who have already experienced many
victories against other schools, Grammar is
looking forward to the next few seasons of
tennis.

Jeremy Wang (VI),
L-R: Cian Bowes (IV), Jeffrey Tse (V),
Harry Oates (VI)
and
(VI)
g
Leun
Evan
(VI),
i
Peter Sank
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New Zealand Rowing Tour
Roberto Riedig reports on a tour ‘across the ditch’, which featured some highly competitive
racing and a host of memorable experiences.

“Our days were filled with
a tight training schedule,
with up to three long
training sessions per day
in the lead up to the
Lake Karapiro Christmas
Regatta.”
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During the December school holidays,
sixteen Grammar rowers and two coxswains
undertook an eight-day tour of New Zealand
where we had an extraordinary opportunity
to train in the pristine waters of Lake
Karapiro, and race against some of the finest
crews in the southern hemisphere. For a
second year in a row, the boys were hosted
by St Peter’s, Cambridge, an independent day
and boarding school, who provided all meals
for us and also provided good company
outside of training hours. Our boats and
equipment were provided by Waikato Rowing
Club, and we were thankful not to be racing
in the Harry Mahon (the heavy eight that we
had raced the year before).
Most of the boys attending the tour were
from Form IV, and they formed both an
Under 17 VIII and an Under 17 IV. The four
boys from Form III formed an Under 16 quad
scull, but the crews had to cycle coxswains in
order to make arrangements work. Our days
were filled with a tight training schedule, with
up to three long training sessions per day in
the lead up to the Lake Karapiro Christmas
Regatta which was held over the Friday to
Sunday weekend. Unfortunately, the weather
turned on the Thursday and so, instead
of pushing through the gusts and swells,
we took a brief respite. We subsequently

The Under 16 Quad after
qualifying for the B-final.

travelled up to Rotorua, where boys enjoyed
racing each other on the luge, and taking
in the scenic views of New Zealand’s
countryside.
The Christmas regatta is a regular highlight
of the New Zealand rowing season, and our
boys were in awe at the size of the event,
with school crews, club crews, and premier
racers coming from both islands of New
Zealand, as well as from overseas. We were
extremely fortunate to see world-champion
legends, such as Mahé Drysdale and Robbie
Manson. In our own events, the U17 VIII
performed extremely well in their heat to
qualify for the A-final, finishing only one
second behind Shore. The U16 quad also
did very well to be selected for two B-finals.
The U17 IV faced tough weather conditions
and, unfortunately, did not perform as well as
might have been hoped.
Overall, it was an excellent opportunity
for the boys to bond and grow in the leadup to the second half of the rowing season.
Although the race results were mixed, the
camaraderie forged through tough training
sessions, long bus rides, and regular
excursions to the supermarket, made the tour
worthwhile. Our end-of-tour dinner resulted
in some touching speeches, and a promise of
great things to come.

Boys racing each other down
the mountain in Rotorua.

L-R: Alex Evans, Benjamin Gayst, Thomas Green, Henry Blackwell, Ryan Gibson,
Lawson Bartlett, Thomas Hoffman, Jason Zhu He, Sean Merriman (all Form V)

A final picture before leaving Lake Karapiro behind.
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Spanish Football Tour
Jeffrey Tse (V) reports on a highly enjoyable and successful tour, sampling both the joys
of Spanish culture and some competitive fixtures against local teams.

First and Second XI squads training with Barcelona Football Club coaches

L-R: Callum Lindsay-Smith (VI), Captain Second XI
and David Matthews (VI), Captain First XI, present the
Headmaster with an FC Barcelona training jersey
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During the term one holidays, a squad of
thirty-two boys took part in the Spain football
tour. Across two weeks, the boys took part
in intense training sessions at exclusive
academies, played invaluable matches against
local opposition and had the opportunity
to immerse themselves in Spanish culture.
Numerous sightseeing highlights included the
Prado Art Gallery, Roman ruins in Barcelona
and La Sagrada Familia Cathedral, all of
which were both interesting and enriching.
With a notably senior squad, the ultimate
goal of the tour was to improve not just as
individual footballers, but also as a collective
squad. Intensive training in exclusive venues,
such as the academies of Real Madrid,
Atlético Madrid, Valencia C.F, Villarreal C.F,
F.C Barcelona and R.C.D Espanyol, taught
the boys the Spanish style of football.
Knowledgeable coaches from each club
shared their routines and drills to improve

our passing game on and off the ball.
Moreover, the squad also had the opportunity
to watch two high quality La Liga fixtures as
well as a Europa League quarter final leg.
This helped the squads develop their skills
for the upcoming matches on tour.
The squad played four matches against
local opposition, including C.D Fortuna,
C.F Fomento, C.D Dracs, Trabenco and A.V
Rafalafena. The Firsts finished undefeated,
with one win and three draws against strong
opposition. This featured a well earnt 6-0 win
as well as a 1-1 draw against very technically
sound squads. The Seconds also enjoyed a
successful tour, finishing with two wins, one
draw and one loss against skillful opposition.
Some highlights across both squads included
a Rafferty McGuinness (IV) hat-trick, a goal
from over halfway from Dylan Broom Waugh
(VI) and Oliver Brown’s (VI) thunderous half
volley long shot goal.

From the Archives: Sydney College
Our School began its existence in buildings originally erected for and occupied by Sydney
College and which, immediately prior to the School’s opening, had also been the temporary
premises of the University of Sydney. Both the College and the University were in different ways
significant in the establishment of Sydney Grammar School.
In 1825, the previous Governor, Major-General Thomas Brisbane,
had given in trust a piece of land on which a grammar school was
to be built. It was described as being situated:

“... on a fine open spot, the old Race Course, on a line
with the Catholic Chapel, backed by the extensive estate
of Woolloomooloo in the vicinity of the Government
Domain; a spot the most airy and healthy in the town of
Sydney, and equally eligible in every other respect for
the site of a large School Establishment.”

Sydney College Share Certificates. From
the Grammar Archives collection

In the years leading up
to July 1826, the colony
of New South Wales
experienced severe
drought and economic
depression. This led to
a general deterioration
in secondary schooling
in the colony and, in
particular, the failure of
LH Halloran’s once-promising Sydney Free
Public Grammar School. Consequently, a
movement began, supported by prominent
Sydney professionals and businessmen, to
establish a college in Sydney.
On 18 August 1828, a meeting of
trustees of the almost defunct grammar
school movement was called to hear a plan
proposed by Dr William Bland. Bland was a
naval surgeon and emancipated convict who
in April 1813 had murdered a fellow officer

in a duel in Bombay; he had been sentenced
to seven years’ transportation to New South
Wales, before being pardoned in 1815.
Bland proposed that £10,000 be raised
in 200 shares of £50 to build a schoolroom
for 200 pupils and accommodation for the
Headmaster and three sub-masters, with
the balance of the money invested for the
school’s upkeep. Each shareholder was
to be a trustee and entitled to one vote at
meetings, and would be entitled to have a
boy educated at the school for up to twelve
years. The school was to be governed by
a president and a committee of trustees.
The headmaster was to be procured from
England, and subjects taught were initially
confined to English, Latin and Greek, writing
and mathematics. Bland’s plan strongly
reflected Halloran’s original scheme for his
School, yet simplified it and highlighted its
non-denominational character.
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From the Archives: Sydney College

Sydney College prospectus

Sydney College, Darlinghurst, 1830s
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Despite the fact that the new plan for a
college was commended by the press, and
that it gained widespread support, insufficient
financial backing was forthcoming. However,
an important meeting was held on 14 January
1830 and was well attended. A few days later
on 26 January 1830, a group of 80 trustees
met and walked in procession to the site of
the intended building, which had been set
aside by Governor Brisbane. The laying of
the foundation stone of the college by Chief
Justice of New South Wales Francis Forbes
was accompanied by a twelve-gun salute.
The committee then drew up a
prospectus, with decisions made regarding
the curriculum, staffing and organisation.
A number of these decisions were to give
rise to principles and create interesting
precedents for Sydney Grammar School. The
curriculum was initially to be divided into
four departments: Latin and Greek languages;
English, English grammar, elocution and the
elements of English composition; writing,
arithmetic, book-keeping, geography and
drawing; and mathematics with selected
branches of natural philosophy. For each of
these four departments a specialist master
was to be appointed.
At last, after a nearly five-year delay
as building was completed, the Sydney
College opened on 19 January 1835 with an
enrolment of 60 boys. Within a few weeks
the number increased to 100, and at the
end of the College’s first year, 142 pupils
were enrolled. This initial success was

linked strongly with the presence of the first
Headmaster, 28-year old William Timothy
Cape, who was already an experienced and
highly-regarded Sydney teacher, departing
from Bland’s earlier principle of selecting a
suitable Head from England.
Under Cape’s headmastership during
the next seven years, the college soon
became recognised as the leading school in
New South Wales. As early as 1839, Burton
reported that already 60 of Cape’s former
students were in promising situations in
the colony, while five others were studying
at English universities. During Cape’s
headmastership the college produced a
number of future leaders, including three
Premiers – Martin (of Martin Place), Forster
and Roberts – and five judges – Dowling,
Windeyer, Forbes, Dalley and E Wigram Allen.
Although contemporary institutions such
as the Australian College and The King’s
School Parramatta started to flourish in
the same period during the late 1830s, the
Sydney College was widely regarded as
the colony’s best school. Its affairs seemed
to be untroubled until 1841, when Cape
clashed with the committee, concerned that
insufficient money was being set aside to
pay the salaries of qualified masters, as the
committee appeared to be more occupied
by allocating funds to complete the building.
The disagreement led to the committee
choosing Thomas Henry Braim to succeed
Cape, with Braim becoming Headmaster in
1842.

During Braim’s first year, enrolments
initially increased, but the revival was shortlived. Another depression in the early 1840s
that created widespread distress in the colony
naturally had an increasing impact on the
College. Pupil enrolments had decreased by
a third because of the inability of parents or
sponsors of some of the pupils to continue
payment of fees.
To further complicate things, Braim was
absent from the College at this time, as he
was granted leave from June 1845 to visit
England for personal reasons. When Braim
returned to Sydney in late 1846, he found that
the committee had lost confidence in him and
instead had appointed the College’s classical
master David Patterson as Headmaster, but
Patterson had assumed the leadership of a
declining establishment and resigned in June
1849. Later in the year he was replaced by
the Rev. Charles Woodward, but the Sydney
College was now almost on its last legs and
there was little Woodward could do to revive
it. It has been estimated that there were only
20 or 30 boys at the school at the end of
1849, and the college was eventually closed
at the end of 1850.

National Centre of Biography - Sydney College Project
The National Centre of Biography in
Canberra sought to undertake a project
that explored individuals involved with an
organisation during the colonial period.
The School Archive’s suggestion of
exploring staff and pupils of the Sydney
College (1835–1850) to Online Manager
Christine Fernon during the process
of assisting with a separate archival
enquiry fit all the NCB’s criteria for their
online research project – particularly as
the Grammar Archives could provide
a comprehensive enrolment list as the
foundation for their subsequent research.
Using the original enrolment register
and its transcription by former The King’s
School Archivist Peter Yeend, the National

Centre of Biography team has acquired
each individual’s death certificate to obtain
cause of death and information about
post-education employment and religious
orientation, as well as an obituary and
entry for spouses, when available. As a
number of Sydney College pupils connect
to another major project the NCB has
undertaken, the First Three Fleets project,
the Centre has also compiled entries for
their parents and ‘fleeter’ grandparents.
Graphs have been compiled using the
data contained in the enrolment register
covering each pupil’s place of birth and
place of death, as well as relationships
between individuals and entities. Records
have also been created for each pupil’s
father to identify continuity in occupation
or profession, social standing,
and so on, and also for trustees
and individuals who sponsored
boys to attend the College.
To further explore this
research and access the graphs
you can visit: http://history.
cass.anu.edu.au/centres/ncb/
great-expectations-sydneycollege-1835-50

Sydney College Register

Convict Heritage from a total of 772 students
from Sydney College 1835-1850

William Timothy Cape, portrait in pastel, artist unknown.
Donated by the Cape family in 2017 and currently
hanging in the South Blacket Wing of Big School
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Magnus Peden’s parents
came out from England
as bounty immigrants and
his father was a weaver.
Magnus was sponsored
by the committee to attend
Sydney College. After
becoming a merchant, he
was the mayor of Randwick
and Bega, in southern
NSW. Magnus’s son, John
Beverley Peden, attended
Sydney Grammar School
and received the Knox Prize,
later becoming a barrister,
professor of law and a ‘Sir’.
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Sydney Grammar School and the
Second World War
The Headmaster Dr Malpass has lent his support
to a School history project initiated by History
Master Dr Glozier. The project aims to tell the story
of Old Sydneians who participated in the Second
World War. Ultimately, this will take the form of a
historical narrative in book form. To achieve that
outcome, Dr Glozier’s initial aim is to research and
record a definitive list of all OS participants.
The names of 162 OS who lost their lives are
recorded on the WWII Honour Board in Big
School. That memorial was erected originally in
June 1953, at which time it included 149 names. It
was soon after updated to the present number.
The following nominal roll represents the third
instalment of research into OS participants based
on (a) The Sydneian list (No. 317, May 1946);
(b) the School’s Liber Nominum; (c) Australian
military sources (including the Australian War
Memorial and websites hosted by the Department
of Veterans’ Affairs).
Clockwise: Pilot Officer William Denman Croft,
Leading Aircraftsman Ronald Keith Chatto and Squadron
Leader Alan Thomas Cridland. All died in service)

C Surnames
The information contained in the following list includes: Surname / Service Number / Rank /
Forename(s) / Armed Service / OS dates. + died in service / * served in WWI (1914-18) /
# served in the Boer War (1899-1902)
CABLE, 70972 CPL Robert Ross
RAAF (1930-31)
CAKEBREAD, N219075 PTE
William Frederick ARMY (1920-23)
CALDWELL, 265148 FLTLT Bruce
Cliff RAAF (1923-7)
CALDWELL, 402107 WGCDR Clive
Robertson, DSO, DFC and Bar
RAAF (1924-27)
*CALLAGHAN, NX34723 MAJGEN
Cecil Arthur, CMG, DSO ARMY
(1904-09)
CALLAGHAN, 70147 LAC Eric
Denzil RAAF (1913)
*CALLAGHAN, NX142668 MAJ
Gordon Whitehead ARMY (1907-13)
CALLAGHAN, 167032 AC Laurence
John Montgomery RAAF (1942-44)
CALLAGHAN, NX166360 PTE
Walton Terence ARMY (1938-39)
CALVERT, 67722 LAC Geoffrey
Newtown RAAF (1938-39)
CAMERON, N185680 CPL Donald
Graham ARMY (1933-37)
+CAMERON, NX23059 PTE Ewen
Alexander ARMY (1930-31)
CAMERON, N233666 PTE / 136460
LAC John Evan ARMY / RAAF
(1917-20)
CAMERON, 445376 FSGT Robert
Cranston RAAF (1939-40)
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CAMERON, NX19411 GNR Robert
William ARMY (1924-26)
CAMMACK, NX178932 CAPT
William Frederick ARMY (1930-34)
CAMPBELL, NX70863 CAPT Allan
Wilfred Eglinton ARMY (1932-35)
CAMPBELL, 403315 FLGOFF
Arthur Peter Eglantine RAAF
(1928-32)
CAMPBELL, N42724 LCPL Colin
ARMY (1934-35)
CAMPBELL, NX110115 BDR
Douglas Edmund Stuart J. ARMY
(1930-31)
CAMPBELL, NX35072 MAJ James
Angus ARMY (1925-31)
CAMPBELL, 405716 FLTLT Jeffrey
Branch Eglinton RAAF (1930-31)
CAMPBELL, NX71756 CPL Keith
Roy ARMY (1929)
CAMPBELL, NX143786 CPL Neil
John ARMY (1938-40)
+CAMPBELL, 420335 FSGT Robert
Hugh RAAF (1929-33)
*CAMPBELL, N470738 PTE Walter
Keith ARMY (1912-13)
CANT, N270270 SPR James ARMY
(1927)
CANT, NX126477 LT Roy
Alexander ARMY (1918-20)

CANTOR, 64242 LAC Donald
Owen RAAF (1915-16)
CANTOR, 403342 LAC Harry
Owen Barrington RAAF (1927-28)
CANTOR, NX121524 SGT Ian
Josephson ARMY (1935-38)
CANVIN, 267482 SQNLDR
Kenneth Maurice RAAF (1923-24)
CANVIN, 411441 FLTLT Royds
Molyneux, DFC RAAF 1926-29)
CAPE, N662 WO2 / 71044 FLGOFF
John Hastings ARMY / RAAF
(1916-21)
CARLISLE, NX65180 GNR Arthur
Milton ARMY (1934-35)
CARPENTER, NX136856 GNR
Bernard Neville ARMY (1935)
CARPENTER, NGX190 PTE Colin
Gordon ARMY (1924-25)
CARPENTER, NX109642 LT Ross
Sinclair ARMY (1935)
CARR, 74196 LAC Cecil Lewis
RAAF (1922)
*CARR, N60390 LT Edwin William
“Slip” ARMY (1911-17)
CARR, S2745 LEUT Lyle Neich
RAN (1933-34)
CARR, N/A CAPT Leopold James
Phillimore, OBE RAN (1908-??)
CARRICK, 412804 FLGOFF Russell

Marshall RAAF (1934-36)
CARROLL, 432751 FLGOFF James
Robert RAAF (1937-41)
CARROLL, 444739 LAC John
William RAAF (19??-43)
CARROLL, N353791 PTE William
Charles ARMY (1914-17)
CARRUTHERS, 263952 WGCDR
Douglas Gordon RAAF (1913-16)
CARRUTHERS, NX84419 LCPL
James Edward ARMY (1926-30)
CARSON, NX14764 LT Alexander
Barron ARMY (19??-33)
CARSON, NX109254 MAJ George
Menzies, OBE ARMY (1924-25)
CARSON, NX73952 TPR Jack
ARMY (1934-9)
CARSON, NX122949 LT James
William Menzies ARMY (1925-27)
CARTER, 109315 FLGOFF Robert
Vere (Verne) “Bob” RAFVR (191820)
CARVER, 14846 LAC Clive Selwyn
RAAF (1919)
CASPER, N71540 PTE Charles
Alfred ARMY (1924)
CASSERLY, 71432 LAC Thomas
“Tom” Lindsay MacQuarie RAAF
(1922-23)
CASSIDY, NX168280 GNR Brian

James ARMY (1936-37)
CASWELL, 33121 FSGT Ronald
Charles RAAF (1919-25)
CATCHLOVE, NX145344 GNR
Robert Leyland ARMY (1937-39)
CATHCART, NX97666 PTE William
Wallace ARMY (1935-37)
CATTS, NX140631 PTE ames
Howard ARMY (1930)
CATTS, NX91605 LT Leonard Irwin
ARMY (1925-29)
CAVE, NX169133 PTE Stanley
Loftus ARMY (1942)
CHADWICK, WX5272 LT Reginald
Frank ARMY (1919-22)
CHADWICK, NX12191 LTCOL
William Arthur “Bill” ARMY
(1904-06)
CHALMERS, NX101387 SGT Roger
James Campbell ARMY (1934-37)
+CHAMBERS, VX39003 MAJ John
Ferguson ARMY (1908-12)
*CHAMBERS, NX21911 LTCOL Rex
ARMY (1910-??)
CHAMPION, 164110 LAC Donald
Gordon Buckingham RAAF
(1938-43)
CHANDLER, 167873 AC
Christopher Roy RAAF (1941-44)
CHANT, 3241 LAC William Gordon

RAAF (1930)
+CHAPMAN, 402457 SGT Alfred
William Musgrave RAAF (1938-39)
CHAPMAN, NX108242 CPL Colin
Gray ARMY (1929-32)
CHAPMAN, N469758 GNR Harry
(Henry) Todd Albert ARMY (1927)
CHAPMAN, NX101744 BDR Henry
Russell ARMY (1929-32)
CHAPMAN, 286974 FLTLT Jack
RAAF (1925)
CHAPMAN, NX37929 GNR Kenneth
Musgrove ARMY (1926-30)
CHAPMAN, NX56215 CAPT Robert
Musgrave ARMY (1928-32)
CHARGE, NX112704 CAPT William
Leith (Keith) ARMY (1929)
CHARLTON, N4771 LT Andrew
Murray ARMY (1921-22)
CHARLTON, N57445 CAPT / LEUT
Robert Ewing Scott ARMY / RAN
(1930-2)
CHATTERTON, N/A SK Colin Vine
RAN (1926-8)
CHATTERTON, NX143798 LT
Edward Keith ARMY (1929-34)
+CHATTO, 421569 FLGOFF Harry
Stewart RAAF (1936-37)
+CHATTO, 138731 LAC Ronald
Keith RAAF (1940-41)
#*CHAUVEL, GEN Sir Harry ARMY
(1874-84)
CHAUVEL, Q226808 PTE Walter
Temple ARMY (1917-18)
CHEETHAM, NX79198 LT Edward
Baxter ARMY (1925-28)
CHENU, V76272 SGT Vivian
Langtry ARMY (1928-29)
CHESTERFIELD, N53764 SIG John
Henry Nicholas ARMY (1936)
CHIDGEY, 166753 AC Bryan
George RAAF (1941-42)
CHIDGEY, NX122882 CPL Ronald
James ARMY (1938)
CHIRLIAN, 133621 FSGT Brian
Nathan RAAF (1934-39)
CHRISTIAN, 62419 CPL Roy Stuart
RAAF (1929-32)
CHRISTIE, NX92048 S/SGT
Maurice Froomes ARMY (1914-17)
+CHRISTISON, 402490 FSGT Ian
Harry RAAF (1935-37)
CHRISTMAS, NX101394 CPL
Ronald Hearn ARMY (1936-38)
CHURCH, NX19832 SGT John
Edgar ARMY (1930-32)
CHURCHWARD, NX87072 PTE
Clifford Spencer ARMY (1920)
CLAPIN, N388268 PTE / 266668
SQNLDR Jack Adrian ARMY /
RAAF (1914-18)
CLAPIN, NX30849 PTE Edward
(Edwin) Harnett ARMY (1917-21)
CLAPIN, QX7321 S/SGT Richard
Edmund ARMY (1916-18)
CLARE, NX164076 PTE David
George Heighway ARMY (1937-40)
CLARENCE, NX168699 CPL Leslie
Norman ARMY (1936-40)
CLARK, 261498 SQNLDR George
Sarsfield RAAF (1919-22)
CLARK, 132338 LAC James Alfred
RAAF (1940-42)
CLARK, 424850 FLTLT Milbourne
Augustus RAAF (1930-31)
CLARK, NX6356 LT Raymond
Anthony ARMY (1918-21)
CLARK, NX101396 SGT Robert
Bruce ARMY (1916-21)
CLARKE, N171355 GNR / S/7713
LEUT Alan Frederick ARMY / RAN
(1938-40)
CLARKE, N290834 PTE Bert
Bradford ARMY (1925-28)
CLARKE, NX126739 CPL Cornelius
William ARMY (1922-26)
CLARKE, NX33582 PTE David
Tracey ARMY (1933-35)
CLARKE, NX133821 SGT James
Victor ARMY (1934-36)

CLARKE, NX170806 GNR Manfred
Austin ARMY (19??-39)
CLARKE, S/6010 AS Victor Edwin
C. RAN (1933-34)
+CLARKE, NX171638 SGT Wilmott
Philip ARMY (1930-32)
CLARKE-WADE, S/8379 ORDSMN
James Lingen RAN (1938-41)
CLARSON, NX104062 CAPT
William Albert ARMY
(1927-30)
CLEBURNE, 300454 WOFF Eric
William RAAF (1926-28)
CLELAND, NX42118 SPR Keith
Henry ARMY (1925-27)
CLEMENTS, NX8341 LT John
Lietrim ARMY (1929-34)
CLIFFORD, NX20687 SGT Bruce
Elwyn ARMY (1936-39)
CLIFFORD, NX42945 SGT Robert
Lewis ARMY (1935-38)
CLIFTON-JONES, V90515 SPR
/ 418077 FLTLT Arthur Adrian
ARMY / RAAF (1930-33)
CLIFTON-SMITH, NX200122 CAPT
Geoffrey ARMY (19??-36)
CLOSE, NX70182 MAJ John
Frederic Campbell ARMY (192934)
CLOSE, S/9905 AB Robert
Willoughby “Bob” RAN (1939-44)
CLOUGH, N397 TPR / 429278
WOFF Alan William ARMY /
RAAF (1930-32)
CLUBB, NX84039 TPR George
ARMY (1926)
CLUBB, NX53520 GNR Gordon
ARMY (1928-31)
COATES, NX98105 LT Alan Wilson
ARMY (1937-41)
COATES, NX73409 LT John
Raymond ARMY (1934-38)
COBCROFT, 411745 FLTLT Brian
Wingrove RAAF (1938)
COBCROFT, NX81082 CPL Ralph
Connynge ARMY (1917-19)
COCHRANE, 420444 FLGOFF John
Winston Bradshaw RAAF (1925-31)
*COCKS, NX57575 PTE Alan
Nicholas Proctor ARMY (1913-14)
COCKS, NX100148 S/SGT Jack
Wentworth ARMY (1926-28)
COCKS, NX81295 LT William
George Robert ARMY (1930-32)
COCKSEDGE, NX161925 PTE
Archibald Charles ARMY (1937-39)
CODD, NX111826 LT Frederick
Harden ARMY (1928-29)
CODY, 73414 LAC Royston
Randolph RAAF (1929)
COGHLAN, S5585 AB Peter
Charles RAN (1933-35)
COGHLAN, 436122 WOFF William
Humphrey RAAF (1933-37)
COHEN, NX144505 SIG Anthony
Neil ARMY (1938-41)
*COHEN, N60114 LTCOL Colyn
Adrian Keith ARMY (1908-14)
COHEN, NX200340 CAPT Douglas
Harry ARMY (1933-36)
COHEN, 424725 FLTLT Geoffrey
Michael RAAF (1934-37)
*COHEN, N278749 LT Oram
Edward Murray ARMY (1910-14)
*COLDHAM, N71212 PTE Keith
Gordon ARMY (1914)
COLDHAM, VX11544 SGT John
Moffitt ARMY (1924-25)
COLE, 135158 LAC Harry Leigh
RAAF (1921-24)
COLLESS, NX14722 CAPT John
Malcolm ARMY (1928)
COLLINS, NX123747 CAPT
Edmund ARMY (1921-25)
COLLINS, NX180596 PTE John
Jeremiah ARMY (1925-29)
COLLINS, 421571 FLTLT John
William Clive RAAF (1936-39)
COLLINS, NX154603 SIG Norman
Frederick ARMY (1926-28)

COLLINS, NX44168 BDR Norman
John ARMY (1917-19)
COLLINS, 37043 LAC Warren
Whitehouse RAAF (1935-36)
COLVILLE, NX70979 CAPT Clifford
Roy ARMY (1933-34)
COLVILLE, N172960 SGT Dudley
ARMY (1937-39)
COLVILLE, NX111005 SGT Ralph
Sydney ARMY (1933-34)
COMMANDER, NX100011 LT /
444909 LAC Weyland Ormonde
ARMY / RAAF (1931-32)
CONNELLY, NX12781 CPL
Frederick Harrey ARMY (1922-23)
CONNOR, NX34286 BDR Edward
Antrim ARMY (1917-19)
CONSTABLE, NX137660 CAPT Roy
Keith ARMY (1930)
COOK, NX85843 LCPL Kenneth
Howell ARMY (1938-41)
COOK, 214930 CPL Ronald Sidney
Linell ARMY (1923-27)
COOKE, NX172693 GNR Derek
Stanley ARMY (1940-41)
COOKE, NX108819 CPL Herbert
Edwin ARMY (1937-40)
COOKE, NX3355 SGT Norman
Erwin ARMY (1935)
+COOKE, 402316 FLGOFF Rolla
Maxwell RAAF (1932-34)
COOKE, N278513 LT William
Edward ARMY (1935)
COOMBES, NX168824 FLGOFF
Bruce Burns ARMY (1936-38)
COOPER, 260093 WGCDR Eric
William, AFC RAAF (1928-32)
COOPER, 265098 FLTLT Waldman
Hugh RAAF (1913-17)
COOTE, 403557 SQNLDR Colin
James RAAF (1927-30)
COOTE, NX39799 TPR / 445746
LAC Robert Alan ARMY / RAAF
(1933-35)
COPE, NX110045 CPL Donald
Robertson ARMY (1938-39)
*COPELAND, NX35091 MAJ
George Fulton ARMY (1914-15)
*COPPLESON, NX35069 MAJ Victor
Marcus ARMY (1905-??)
CORBETT, 27285 LEUT John
Murray RAN (1941-43)
CORDEN, N303589 PTE / 132662
LAC Henry Thomas Wren ARMY /
RAAF (1922-25)
CORLIS, 3215 FLTLT Wilson
Leighton RAAF (1917-23)
CORMACK, N181129 PTE
Alexander William ARMY (1921-23)
CORMACK, Q226106 PTE Donald
Keith ARMY (1910-15)
+CORMACK, 424852 FSGT Ian
Charles RAAF (1937-41)
CORNWELL, N247554 PTE Aubrey
Bathurst ARMY (1938)
COTTEE, 445447 LAC Harold
Spencer RAAF (1938-42)
COTTON, 166139 LAC John
Vernon RAAF (1940-42)
COUGHLAN, NX180762 PTE
Thomas Arthur ARMY (1942)
COULDERY, NX29731 SGT Edward
Russell ARMY (1928-30)
COULTER, 433579 WOFF Hughie
Arthur RAAF (1937-41)
COULTON, N294326 LSGT Alfred
Ernest ARMY (1913-18)
COULTON, N169916 LCPL Victor
James ARMY (1913-17)
COURT-RICE, NX40005 TPR Lewis
Sinclair ARMY (1926)
COURTNEY, NX12313 LTCOL
William Joseph ARMY (1919-22)
COVELL, N457424 GNR Edmund
ARMY (1930-32)
COWARD, NX67324 PTE Haddon
Blanchard ARMY (1936)
COWDERY, NX33836 WO2
Geoffrey Deane ARMY (1916-21)
COWDERY, NX12630 CAPT Guy

Deane ARMY (1936-37)
COWDERY, N180951 SGT Richard
D’Arcy ARMY (1937-9)
COWELL, NX104213 TPR Tasman
Ernest ARMY (1934-39)
COWLES, NX104213 TPR / 265712
FLTLT Linden Elliott ARMY /
RAAF (1911-18)
COWLEY, NX31550 LT Donald
Mayor ARMY (1928-32)
COWLEY, N18146 PTE / O215044
FLGOFF Russell Mayor ARMY /
RAAF (1935-38)
COWLISHAW, NX9904 GNR Mark
ARMY (1929-31)
COWMAN, NX91176 PTE
Raymond Alfred ARMY (1933-36)
COWMAN, NX13914 LT Ronald
John William ARMY (1932-34)
COWPER, NX115180 CAPT John
Harington Burrough ARMY
(1925-27)
COWPER, NX100133 SGT James
Macquarie ARMY (1927-29)
COWPER, QX20920 CPL Murison
McCrea ARMY (1916-20)
*COWPER, NX71005 LTCOL
Norman Lethbridge ARMY (190914)
COX, N324181 LBDR Alan
Cameron ARMY (1923-25)
+COX, 260706 FLTLT Barry
Mortimer RAAF (1930-31)
COX, NX58736 SGT John Fabian
ARMY (1926)
COX, NX8576 LTCOL Geoffrey
Souter, DSO, MC, ED ARMY
(1929-30)
COX, 12199 FSGT Leonard Arthur
RAAF (1931)
COX, NX115982 LT Richard
Robinson ARMY (1932-37)
COXON, NX151319 LT Alfred
Peter ARMY (1935-40)
COYLE, N446392 SIG Frank Gerald
ARMY (1921-22)
COYLE, 444070 AC Raymond
Arthur RAAF (1938-42)
COZENS, N173574 PTE Arthur
Adrian ARMY (1918-23)
COZENS, NX49386 TPR Ian
Douglas ARMY (1931-35)
COZENS, NX135196 LT Wilfred
Gordon ARMY (1932-38)
CRAIB, NX84344 PTE Stuart
Alexander ARMY (1932-34)
CRAIG, NX113430 CAPT David
Hamish ARMY (1926-31)
CRAIG, NX83827 CPL Ross Moffatt
ARMY (1921-25)
CRANE, S845 SBLT Henry Herbert
RAN (1916-20)
CRANNA, NX176076 LT Geoffrey
Bruce ARMY (1927-28)
CRANNA, NX53210 PTE Richard
James ARMY (1927-29)
+CRAWFORD, 422841 FSGT Finlay
Ewart Munro RAAF (1936-41)
CRAWFORD, N282136 PTE Hugh
Whiffen ARMY (1916-22)
CRAWFORD, NX10469 GNR /
424381 WOFF James Cameron
“Jim” ARMY / RAAF (1935-40)
CRAWFORD, 443872 AC John
Duncan RAAF (1938-43)
CRAWFORD, S/7414 LS Kenneth
Reid RAN (1940)
CRAWFORD, N/A LEUT Lloyd
McIlwraith RAN (1936-40)
CREER, N429528 CAPT John
Edward Neil ARMY (1915-21)
*CRENNAN, N303592 PTE Francis
James Lancaster ARMY (1910-14)
CRESSWELL, 163286 LAC Philip
Allan RAAF (1922-23)
CRESWICK-JACKSON, NX38241
S/SGT Patrick Roslyn ARMY
(1924-26)
CRIBB, 423657 SGT Stanley
Bridson RAAF (1927-32)

CRICHTON-BROWN, 91972 MAJ
Robert “Bob” (MID) INDIAN
ARMY (1931-36)
+CRIDLAND, 260424 SQNLDR
Alan Thomas RAAF (1921-25)
CRIDLAND, NX83401 LSGT Frank
Gordon ARMY (1924-28)
CRISP, N377212 LCPL Edward
Oscar George ARMY (1915)
CRISP, 412917 WOFF Gilbert John
RAAF (1936-40)
CROAKER, NX135373 S/SGT Frank
Wilson ARMY (1930-31)
CROCKER, NX130257 CAPT
Kenneth John ARMY (1931-35)
+CROFT, 424855 PLTOFF William
Denman RAAF (1937-39)
CROKER, 132328 LAC Alan Miller
RAAF (1928-33)
CROKER, 62230 LAC John
Geoffrey RAAF (1936-40)
CRONLY, NX114232 LCPL John
Albert ARMY (1936-38)
CROSS, S2682 LDG WTR James
Edward RAN (1928-31)
CROSS, S2607 AB Leslie Malcolm
RAN (19??-34)
CROSSING, NX53321 BDR Edward
Carson Sparke ARMY (1918-22)
*CROSSING, N390177 LT Jack
Sparke ARMY (1913-14)
CROSSING, NX96396 PTE Tom
Sparke ARMY (19??-24)
CROSSING, 261503 FLTLT William
Sparke RAAF (1914-19)
CROSSLEY, NX21912 LT William
Alexander ARMY (1933-35)
CROTHERS, NX23478 CPL Gordon
Rodney ARMY (1932)
CROUCH, 15785 LAC Alan Gordon
RAAF (1926)
CROUCH, NX42726 CPL Brian
Richmond ARMY (1923-25)
CROWLEY, NX166237 PTE Forde
William ARMY (1934-36)
CROWLEY, 444783 LAC Laurence
Patrick RAAF (1942-43)
CRUM, N65894 SGT Leo James
ARMY (1928-29)
+CUDLIPP, VX38845 CAPT Joseph
C. “Jock” ARMY (1930-33)
CUDLIPP, VX30646 SGT Richard
Alexander “Dick” ARMY (193?-37)
CUNINGHAM, NX121794 SGT
Adam Taylor ARMY (1936-40)
CUNINGHAM, N348853 LT Donald
McRae ARMY (1916-23)
CUNINGHAM, N78002 CAPT John
Henry ARMY (1910-16)
CUNNEEN, 423228 LAC Eric
William Peter RAAF (1936-40)
CUNNEEN, 26842 SBLT Robert
Lawrence RAN (1938-42)
CUNNINGHAM, NX145009 LT
Allan ARMY (1919)
CUNNINGHAM, NX986 PTE Derek
Reginald ARMY (1938-40)
CUNNINGHAM, NX20674 LT Peter
Bruce ARMY (1934-38)
*CUNNINGHAM, NX128608 LT
Reginald Edward Glencairn ARMY
(1918)
CUNNINGHAM, 261896 SQNLDR
Dr William Davies “Bill” RAAF
(1920-25)
*CURNOW, N471464 PTE Reginald
Maurice ARMY (1912-13)
CURTIS, 411128 LAC / NX92022
CAPT Robert Charles Bruce RAAF
/ ARMY (1935-36)
CUSH, N250032 WO2 Herbert
Richard Lloyd ARMY (1927-31)
CUTLER, NX114825 LT Allan Leeds
ARMY (1935-37)
CUTLER, NX70839 MAJ John Keith
ARMY (1920-24)
CUTLER, NX138482 CPL Max
Leeds ARMY (1940-41)
CUTLER, NX178887 PTE William
Henry ARMY (1930-31)
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GRAMMAR GENERATIONS
John Gourlay, along with his three brothers, followed in his father’s footsteps as a Grammar boy.
Having left in 1962, he returned as a teacher in 1989. John shares fond memories of the School
and reflects on the changes he has observed over his time here.

Midgets A XV 1958 - Undefeated
Back row: Ian McWilliam, Ross Jackson, Douglas Park,
Mr RJ Stevenson, Esq, Coach, Ian Walker,
Anthony King, Robert Church
Middle Row: John Gourlay, Dennis Hillary,
Stuart Pittman, Jim Barkell, Peter Thompson,
John Cartwright, John Maltby
Seated: Peter Mayo, Thomas McCurdie

“I never would have
believed that one day
I would return to teach
at Grammar and that
I’d still be here, thirty
years later.”
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I have been asked to write a few lines
about my time at Grammar, and my family’s
association with the School. What follows
is a series of personal observations which I
hope are, for the most part, objective, but
ultimately these are my own views.
My father, John, was at Grammar from
1925 to 1928, and my three brothers Jim,
Michael, David and I were at College Street
from 1952 till 1965. Having left in 1962 at age
seventeen, I returned to teach thirty years ago
at the age of forty-three. It still amazes me to
think that, here I am, at the old School, after
so many years.
My father was a rower, rugby-player and
rifle-shooter. My brothers and I were much
the same. Jim played rugby, Mick rowed in
the VIII twice and was Captain of Rifles, I
was a rugby player, reaching the 2nd XV,
and David was a rifle-shooter. Our father
used to tell us about the masters of his time
such as “Kewpie” Booth, Fred Lenthall,
HA (“Billy” or “Herb”) Ritchie and the
Headmaster, Mr Dettmann.
So, what has changed? Relations between
masters and the boys are now less formal,
and warmer and friendlier than they were,
reflecting the less formal times of today. I

remember Mr Hansen-Norman, Master of the
Lower School, who in his black flowing gown
seemed so impossibly old and remote. Mr
Ritchie had been there forever, and I think
he may have taught under Mr. Weigall. Our
Headmaster, Mr CO Healey, was small and
wiry with large hairy nostrils and a fearsome
reputation, which explains his nickname,
‘The Rod’, in addition to ‘The Chief’. He was
a very scary figure indeed. He had a volcanic
temper and could often be heard shouting
at terrified, quaking urchins caught dawdling
between periods.
In about 1959 a poem appeared in
The Sydneian which began:
“There was panic in the classroom
For the word had got around
That The Chief would take the Latin class
that year”.
And so it proved. Those of us in Form III
will never forget 1960 in WMII room. Stories
abound of quivering boys attempting to
translate aloud passages of Caesar’s Gallic
Wars. We were so desperate that some of
us, armed with a two-shilling translation
purchased from Dymocks balanced on
our knees under the desk, would simply
read aloud, with suitably nuanced, acted

hesitations and confident-sounding flurries.
Just thinking of that gives me nightmares.
Having said this, my Latin mark skyrocketed
(from a very low base), and Mr Healey
always showed me the greatest kindness.
Fred Lenthall, a science teacher who had
taught our father, was still at the school
in our day. He once told our mother at a
parents and teachers night that our brother
Jim was a thief: because he wasn’t “doing any
work”, which was tantamount to stealing his
parents’ money. Mrs G was not impressed.
On another occasion, Fred was marking off
a line of boys who had just been immunised,
including David.
Fred: Name?
David: Gourlay, Sir.
Fred: Name?
Boy: Hertz, Sir.
Fred: I don’t care what it does, son!
What’s y’name?
Other masters I recall are Ian M “Butch”
Edwards who coached our undefeated 15A
XV in 1961. His final words were always
“Right boys, now out you go, and remember,
you have to kick goals, score tries and win
the match”. Major AJ Hill was nicknamed
“The Baron” due to his immaculate dress
sense (I wanted to have a three-piece suit just
like his), and his cultivated, firm yet kindly
demeanour. I thought he was wonderful, and
it was a great experience to meet him again,
at a school function about ten or so years
ago. He instilled in me my love of history,
and his teachings on the American Civil War
and World War I are still with me. So many
other great characters: who could forget Ron
“Alf” Glenvale or Fred “Bodgie” Earle?
Mr Mackerras became Master of the Lower
School, and would often be seen playing
chess with the boys in the room that is now
NB1. I do wish I’d played chess at school, but
I only learned the game years later. I made
up for it by running chess at the school for
twenty-odd years from 1991 to 2010. He told
me that I was his last appointment, and that I
looked just the same as when I was a boy - to
which my response was that, to me, he also
looked exactly the same as when I was a boy.
Grammar, I think, has always been an
excellent school, but times have moved on
Top: Under 15A XV
and I think it is now a better school. Old
1961 - Undefeated,
Sydneians often bemoan the perceived lack
with IM “Butch” Edwards
of success in rugby as evidence of some sort
(middle row, left) and John
of decline, but we now have much greater
Gourlay (front row, second
diversification. While we no longer field
from left)
sixty-four rugby teams a week, we have new Middle: AJ “The Baron’ Hill
(back row, left) and David
sports, like soccer (“football”), basketball and
Gourlay (front row centre)
volleyball. Some sports have been dropped.
Right: John Gourlay, snr,
For example, we no longer have boxing.
Captain of First Rifle Team
Once a year a “ring” was set up opposite
1927, front centre
the grandstand at Weigall. Participants were
selected by weight and age, and each “bout”
consisted of three one-minute rounds. Mr
Taylor (not “Squizzy” Taylor, the Geography
master) would conduct classes in what is
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now H1 room, after school on Fridays. The
last competition was in 1959, after which
boxing was no longer offered because, it
was rumoured, the Chief was appalled by its
“brutality”.
Mr RJ “Stevo” Stevenson was the legendary
coach of the Midgets A and B rugby teams.
His office was located somewhere under the
present Science block, near the tennis court
which was situated where the John Vallance
Hall now stands. The walls were lined with
dozens of photos of past Midgets teams. We
would all troop into the office every Friday
lunchtime to plan the next day’s game. Stevo
always wore a cravat. As youngsters we
did not realise that he had been gassed in
the First World War, and this explained not
only the cravat but also his inability to eat
solids, and his incessant coughing. Despite
his condition, he coached his teams to
spectacular success. In 1958, our Midgets A
team was undefeated and scored 246 points
to 11 in eleven games, and this was at a time
when a try was only worth three points.
Stevo’s success was based on the way he
drilled into us small boys the fundamentals of
the game.
Alastair Mackerras made far-reaching
changes to the School. Probably seeing
that, given its location, the School could
not compete with schools like Kings and
Riverview with their magnificent grounds
and wide spaces, he introduced, amid some
controversy, a much more exacting system
of academic selection. As society changed,
so the school changed, becoming even more
multicultural with a greater Asian intake.
The percentage of female masters increased
gradually but the overall effect was dramatic.
Grammar led the way in being one of the first
schools to abolish the cane. Music became a
major activity and the school now has a great
number of vocal, instrumental and ensemble
groups with a large and varied annual
program. A not uncommon sight is a rugby

player or rower toting a violin to school. One
year, a prop forward in the First XV was one
of our best senior chess players.
All these developments, it seems to me,
have led to Grammar becoming a far less
authoritarian and more tolerant, small “l”
liberal and, dare I say it, more civilised place.
None of this is to criticize the way the School
was, but I do think it reflects our times.
I had always known that, like my father
and brothers, I would go to Grammar. By
way of preparation, I suppose, one day
in 1957 our father took David and me on
a rewarding, pre-Grammar experience.
We went to meet FG “Sandy” Phillips,
Headmaster from 1940 to 1950. He was a
gentle, kindly old man who lived in a large
house on the corner of Fullers Road and
the Pacific Highway, Chatswood, where the
Toyota car dealership now stands. Years later,
I saw in the Archives office a staff photo of
1902 of Mr Weigall and others, and there in
the photograph was Mr Phillips. It strikes me
that perhaps I am in the unique position of
having met every Headmaster since. So are
formed the “bridges of history”.
As I read over these few words, I am
struck by the randomness of life. In my
wildest imaginings and, I suppose, those of
my friends, I never would have believed that
one day I would return to teach at Grammar
and that I’d still be here, thirty years later. I
hope it’s not a cliché to say that I have been
dealt a very lucky hand. I have made so many
friends from this place. Quite a number of the
boys in those old photos of sixty-odd years
ago are still very firm friends as we advance
into our seventies. I also have friends who
are and were colleagues, and former pupils of
mine who have become friends.
As I’ve mentioned, the School has changed
and is changing to reflect the contemporary
face of Australian society, and I fully hope
and expect that it will continue to do so in
the years to come.

John (‘Jack’) Gourlay

Above: Jim Gourlay and Fred “Bodgie” Earle

John Mathieson (Bow), Rob Thornton (2), Warwick Turner (3), Teddy Trainer (4),
Pete (Bouncer) Fyfe (5), Ross Bruwel (6), Mick Gourlay (7), Gary Lambert (Stroke), Ross Hartman (Cox)
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Swiss Exchange
There’s much more to Switzerland than meets the eye, and much more than one might think,
given the stereotypes of picture-postcard alpine scenery, skiing and, of course, chocolate.

Skiing in the Swiss Alps
Below, L-R: Brendan Ryan, Ciaran Delaney, Fynn
Penny, Remy Nettheim, Max Griffin

Five Form V Grammar boys – Ciaran
Delaney, Max Griffin, Fynn Penny, Remy
Nettheim, and Brendan Ryan – saw more
than just the stereotypes when they travelled
to Zürich the day after Speech Day. We were
about to begin a four-week German language
exchange comprised of two weeks of school
and two weeks of holiday.
After landing at Zürich Airport we were
greeted with cheerful smiles and colourful
signs by our exchange families, our hosts for
the duration of the stay. It was a privilege
to experience their immediate kindness and
hospitality which made for an enjoyable arrival after such a long flight.
Our school was to be Freies Gymnasium
Zürich (FGZ), a co-educational secondary
school near the city centre. Uniforms were
not required, a policy well-received by the
visitors. But, like Grammar, the emphasis
on study and hard work was evident. We
were able to experience a range of subjects,
including Art, Economics and a foreign
subject known as English. The annual FGZ
Christmas concert was a highlight which
featured traditional local fables and songs. It
was a culturally rich event which helped set
the scene for a very Swiss Christmas.

Mrs Schmidt of FGZ helped organise
another highlight: an excursion around
the city which led us into the old town
and around popular landmarks, like the
impressive Großmünster Church, a splendid
example of Romanesque architecture. During
the tour we also visited the offices of the
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, a newspaper first
published in 1780 and still in print today.
Another popular outing was to the Lindt &
Sprüngli chocolate factory, where we made
the most of the interactive class during
which we concocted our own pralines and
chocolate teddies.
Following two weeks of school we
spent the next two holidaying with our
host families. Each of us enjoyed a different
experience. There were day trips to the
Federal Palace of Switzerland in Bern, to the
largest waterfall in Europe at Rhine Falls,
to the CERN laboratory in Geneva and to
the Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart,
Germany. The primacy and popularity of
snow sports in Switzerland was soon obvious
to us, with skiing trips to St Möritz, Davos
and Lech am Arlberg in Austria. We even had
the pleasure of spending Silvester (New Year’s
Eve) with our host families, with the addition

of dazzling firework displays that conjured up
memories of home.
With the new year underway we bid
farewell to our exchange partners, grateful for
having been welcomed so warmly into their
homes and lives, our stomachs full of fondue
and our heads full of memories that will not
soon be forgotten.
Orson Welles, who as Harry Lime in The
Third Man (1949), said that five hundred
years of peace and democracy in Switzerland
had produced only the cuckoo clock. It took
us only four weeks to say with certainty —
there is definitely something more to Switzerland than the cuckoo clock!
“Einmal Bratwurst mit Pommes, bitte!”
Brendan Ryan (V)
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POSTCARDS
We hear from five Old Sydneians making their mark at home and abroad.

Bradley Smith (OS 1993)
Head of Content, Save the Children
Melbourne, Australia

Michael Leu (OS 1973)
Geologist / Palaeontologist
Papua New Guinea and South East Asia
At School I was enthralled with tales of
adventure and discovery and frequently
fossicked for minerals and fossils. In 1972,
I lived with the Gurindji people of the
Northern Territory during their pivotal land
rights campaign.
Grammar’s progressive science curriculum
in the early 1970s included geology as a
career path that combined a passion for
knowledge with outdoor exploration. The
School’s support of individuality, subtle
discipline and strong work ethic provided
fundamental foundations for future
development.
After graduating I worked briefly with the
Curator of Palaeontology at the Australian
Museum and later in gold exploration. In
1982, I joined the academic staff at Macquarie
University teaching palaeontology and
geology. I discovered and published papers
on a new genus of freshwater shark based on
a 250 million year old fossil.
In 1990, I resumed exploration geology
throughout many countries including the
Indonesian Archipelago, Malaysia, Laos,
Cambodia, Vietnam, North Korea, China,
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Guyana, Papua New Guinea (PNG), Fiji,
New Zealand, Greece, Philippines, Mongolia
and Thailand. This can involve treks through
remote terrain, in all weather conditions,
and contact with isolated tribal communities.
In Guyana and PNG I was dropped by
helicopters into jungle camps isolated from
civilisation. In North Korea I located gold in
-18 degrees Celsius, in Sulawesi encountered
a cave full of skulls and in Laos found large
unexploded bombs from the Vietnam War.
Some team discoveries include a 23.9
tonne gold deposit in New South Wales
and a copper-gold system in unexplored
mountainous jungle in PNG.
When I was CEO and Managing Director
of publicly listed companies, my fieldwork
became subordinate to the boardroom and
budgets. My preference is exploration and
I am currently working in PNG and South
East Asia.

My career has not been meticulously planned
but it has been a great ride. After a pretty
conventional Economics/Arts degree at
UNSW, I decided I was not ready to join
the suited workforce and took up an offer
from a friend in Melbourne developing an
online retail marketing consultancy. I didn’t
know what I was doing and I’m not sure my
mate or his business partner did, either! I
recall them declaring that within six months
we were either going to be broke or be
millionaires. Nine years later I was still there,
and we were neither. I guess you don’t often
hear about those start-up tales of a solid
business without anyone ending up driving
Lamborghinis. Yet small business gives you
opportunities to trial different disciplines
and, after a few years, I decided to focus
on marketing, eventually working with big
brands like SEEK and 7-Eleven.
In 2016 I had the opportunity to join the
not-for-profit sector, as Head of Content with
Save the Children. I now manage a large
team of writers, multimedia producers and
graphic designers and we focus on telling
amazing, heroic, sometimes tragic stories
from Australia and around the world.
There are plenty of challenges in the nonprofit space but there’s much to be said for
a large team working with a shared purpose.
People really give that extra little bit without
expecting as much in return … and it does
feel good to tell my own kids that I’m trying
to help make the world a fairer place.

Jim Manzie (OS 1971)

Richard Barnes (OS 1978)

Musician, Composer and Producer
Sydney, Australia

Kayak Adventurer
Sydney, Australia

Isn’t it ironic? The only subject I failed at
SGS was music. And yet it became my life’s
calling. I guess they were hard markers at the
old school.
Thinking back, what sticks most in my
mind from my school days was the radical
social change reverberating across Australia.
The voice of my generation was rock ‘n’ roll,
which promised to change the world for
the better. Australian bands were fresh and
original. I had to give it a go.
My biggest passion was my rock ‘n’ roll
band Ol’ 55. While swatting history at Sydney
University, I also diligently studied the art
and craft of songwriting. Ol’ 55 took off, our
first album Take It Greasy shooting to number
one. I wrote several hits for the band and we
toured non-stop all across Australia, for many
years.
I left OL’ 55 and took up the lucrative
work of composing jingles for advertising
agencies. I later produced the hit band the
Choirboys for AC/DC’s label Alberts, working
with the legendary Vanda and Young.
All roads in the music biz lead to Los
Angeles. Out with rock ‘n’ roll and in with
scoring horror films such as Texas Chainsaw
Massacre 3 and Tales from the Darkside. Big
budget, high pressure projects. Many of the
life lessons I learnt at Grammar helped me
through, two of which stand out; find a good
mentor and bring the very best of yourself to
every situation.
It’s been a wild ride with music at its heart.

The second last time Grammar won the
Head of the River was in 1978. One of my
schoolboy regrets was never having tried
rowing. Perhaps in atonement, kayaking has
been my passion for the last forty years. It
began with Scouts where, as a Venturer, I
went on a weekend whitewater trip on the
Macquarie River. The thrill of the rapids had
me hooked.
Whilst completing a structural engineering
degree, I joined Sydney University Canoe
Club. Most weekends, we’d head off
searching for whitewater on the rivers
surrounding Sydney. We still whitewater as
a club, now internationally in New Zealand,
Chile, Nepal and Ecuador.
Having never done any sport at Grammar,
bar handball in the middle playground at
lunchtime, within three years of leaving I was
competing in Australia’s longest overnight
canoe marathon, the 111 km Hawkesbury
Canoe Classic. The following year I signed up
for the Mighty Murray Marathon, 400 km over
five days. That bar was reset more recently
paddling in the world’s longest kayak race, the
Yukon 1000-miler in remote Canada-Alaska.
In 2001, I had the chance to kayak across
Bass Strait with my brother John, also an
ex-SGS Endeavour Club adventurer. We
island-hopped from Wilsons Promontory
via Flinders Island to Tasmania, taking
two weeks, including a little time for
sightseeing along the way. In 2007, with
another mate, and using long service leave,
I took the opportunity and two months to
circumnavigate Tasmania by kayak. Reaching
Maatsuyker Island, Australia’s southernmost
lighthouse, was a highlight.
I have kayaked world heritage on the
Franklin at the height of the Dams issue. I
have paddled in the Antarctic. What next
hovers in my mind? The answer: a TransTasman crossing, Australia to New Zealand;
not three hours in a jet, but two months solo
in a kayak. Prototypes are under trial.

Brett Solomon (OS 1987)
Executive Director, Access Now
New York, USA
At Sydney Grammar School, I had the
opportunity to be part of a student body
comprised of different backgrounds and
walks of life. This environment instilled in
me a deep appreciation of diverse voices,
religions, nationalities – and also the need for
protection of those identities.
The question I work on now is how do
we ensure that the rights to freedom of
expression, opinion, association, privacy,
and information are protected in the digital
environment? Much of my work today is via
Access Now, the organization I co-founded
after I moved to New York ten years ago.
Access Now is an international non-profit
human rights, public policy and advocacy
group dedicated to defending and extending
the digital rights of internet users at risk
around the world. We combine direct
technical support, comprehensive policy
engagement, global advocacy, grassroots
grant-making, and multi-stakeholder
conventions like our RightsCon Summit Series
to fight for human rights in the digital age. I
lead a team of nearly 60 staff in ten locations
– and it’s as inspiring as it is all-consuming.
But much of my focus at the intersection
of human rights and new technology stems
back to my work following my time at
Amnesty International, when I was the
founding Executive Director of GetUp!, an
Australian grass roots organisation with
over one million members. That project
was, and remains, a global example of how
citizens can mobilize online to keep their
governments accountable.
Human rights defence is needed now
more than ever – particularly as artificial
intelligence, algorithms, social media
platforms, facial recognition and biometrics
programs, and other technologies challenge
our ways of life, our rights, and our diverse
identities, all over the world.
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THE TIES THAT BIND
Old Sydneians reunite and rekindle their friendships, forged during their school
years at Grammar.

The Great Debate
(OSU v Firsts Debaters)
Friday 26 July, Big School

Back to Weigall Day
Saturday 27 July, Weigall Sportsground

1989 30-year
Reunion Drinks
Saturday 27 July, The Phoenix Hotel,
Woollahra

1964 55-year
Reunion Lunch
Friday 30 August, One Penny Red Restaurant,
Summer Hill

1994 25-year
Reunion Drinks
Saturday 14 September (Venue TBA)

OSU Annual Dinner
Saturday 21 September, Big School

1958 & 1959 60-year
Reunion Lunch
Thursday 3 October, The Oaks Hotel,
Neutral Bay

Old Sydneian Singapore
Drinks
Friday 4th OR Saturday 5th October (TBC)

ANZAC Assembly and Lunch
The 2019 ANZAC Assembly and Lunch was held on Friday 3
May. The reader at the Assembly was LTCOL Colin Dunston
RFD (Old Sydneian 1965). The guest speaker at the Assembly
in Big School was Mr Brad Manera, Senior Historian and
Curator at the Sydney’s Hyde Park ANZAC Memorial. The lunch
followed in the foyer of the Alastair Mackerras Theatre, where
Dr Philip Creagh (Old Sydneian 1966) launched his book “In
Gallant Company” Honouring Old Sydneians who died in the
Great War.
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Top: L-R: Barbara Cummins, Dr Philip
Creagh, The Hon. WV Windeyer AM
RFD ED (OS 1953) and Gwynn Boyd
OAM (OS 1963).
Middle left: AIRCDRE Robert Brown
AM (OS 1967) and Paul Mathers
(OS 1967). Middle right: Dr Richard
Malpass (Headmaster) with Dr Philip
Creagh. Bottom left: L-R: LTCOL Frank
Windeyer RFD (ret’d) OS 1962, LTCOL
Colin Dunston RFD (OS 1965) and
BRIG. David Shields (ret’d) OS 1979.
Bottom right: Flg. Off. Anthony Adams
(ret’d) L d’H (OS 1939)

1955 & 1956 Lunch
Thursday 10 October, Royal Sydney Yacht
Squadron, Kirribilli

1999 20-year Reunion
Drinks
Saturday 12 October, The Phoenix Hotel,
Woollahra

Queen’s Birthday awards
Companion (AC) in the General Division of
the Order of Australia:
Prof. David James Burke AC (OS 1960) - For
eminent service to neurophysiology, to
innovative treatments for spinal cord and
brain trauma injuries, and to professional
medical organisations.
Officer (AO) in the General Division:
Nicholas Richard Cowdery AO, QC (OS 1962)
- For distinguished service to the law, to the
protection of human rights, to professional
legal bodies, and to the community.
Member (AM) in the General Division:
Dr Richard Priestley Lee AM (OS 1968) - For
significant service to intensive care medicine.

Medal (OAM) in the General Division
Roger James Donsworth OAM (OS 1954) - For
service to the community through a range of
organisations.
Dr James Macpherson Linklater OAM (OS
1982) - For service to medicine, particularly
as a radiologist.
Ian Colwell Miller OAM (OS 1969) - For
service to the community through a range of
organisations.
Omitted from Australia Day 2018 Awards
(SGS Issue 7)
Alexander Lachlan McLean Shaw OAM (OS
1965) - For service to the community through
a range of organisations.

1974 45-year
Reunion Drinks
Friday 25 October, The Phoenix Hotel,
Woollahra

1984 35-year
Reunion Drinks
Saturday 26 October, Green Moustache, North
Sydney from 3pm

1969 50-year
Reunion Dinner
Saturday 16 November, SCG Members
Pavilion, Moore Park

1979 40-year Reunion
Saturday 16 November, Tattersalls Club,
Elizabeth Street, Sydney

APPLY NOW FOR 2021
Edgecliff Preparatory: K, 3 and 5 - Ph: 9366 0105
St Ives Preparatory: Preschool, K, 3 and 5 - Ph: 8302 5218
College Street: Form I - Ph: 9332 5805

1950-51-52 Annual Lunch
Wednesday 20 November, Wal King Room,
College Street plus Tour of the School

1945-46-47 Annual Lunch
Friday 29 November, Wal King Room,
College Street

For more news on Old Sydneian events, or to
sign up to the Old Sydneians’ e-Newsletter,
emailed every term, please contact the
School’s Alumni Officer Wendy Scotter on
(02) 9332 5843 or wes@sydgram.nsw.edu.au
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